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NeWs In Brief
November home rates dropped
WASHINGTON-(AP) - Falling -interest rates made homes
more,affordable in November even though prices went up, the
National Association of Realtors reports. It was the first drop in
home loan rates since April 1.
Using.personal income. interest rates and home costs, the
association said Wednesday that it had come up with a housing
affordability index of -85.6 for November,-meaning, the typical
family has 85.6 percent of the income necessary to buy a typical
home.
The Realtors used a 12.89 percent mortgage interest rate to do
their computation. Rates continued to go down in December.

Agent Orange lawsuit extended
NEW YORK (AP) -.Vietnam veterans and-their families have
an extra two weeks to file claimS against the $180 million settlement fund created by the seven makers of the herbicide Agent
Orange, used in Vietnam.
More than 98,000 claims had been filed as of mid-December,
but it may be months before U.District Judge Jack B. Weinstein, wtio presided over the case, decides on how the money
should be divided.'
•
Weinstein originally set a Jan. 2 deadline for filing claims but
agreed to extend the deadline to Jan.-15.
The settlement ended a class-action stilt in which plaintiffs'
lawyers charged- that the herbicide caused a wide range of
ailments, including cancer and nerve damage. In veterans who
were exposed to'll.
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Permits. up by 40 percent; constructioP

erasis

doubled

County's building on the rise in 84
By CHARLES HONEY
tion during the previous year.
Staff Writer
The hulk of the_increase wasdue
'
It was a good year-I-dr.builders•
to the Briggs & Stratton plant
in Murray, as the number of
renovation ($2.2.million I and the
building permits increased by
Calloway Gardens apartment
more than 40 percent and total
complex on Diuguid Road
construction costs more • than
($630,600-).doubled.
Included in thgebuilding totals
Figures from the- Murray
for 1984 were 11 new singleplanning and zoning office show
family dwellings and three new
that 82 permitcpicr_issued in
. duplexes. Together with the 36
1984-for alllands-Of_ceinstruction,
-writs- 'at Calloway Gardens,
including new' constrUction-ad-these accounted- for more than
ditions to and renovation of
50 new residential'dwellings. - teSiderittal- and commercial.
Five new commercial
buildings. That was an increase
brilldings were constructed, inof 44 percent over the 57 permits
cluding the new Murray Auto
Issued in 1983.
Parts store on North 12th
Building projects totaled $4.5
($40,000) and the rebuilt Flip.
million in cost, up 150. percent
pens Hillbilly Barn ($30,00)).
from the $1.8 million in construc-

There were 23 commercial addi-

building a 48-unit complex.next

a $60,000 expansion of Weritiy's
new projects are considering
restaurant and a $70,000 addition
getting water. sewer and gas
to Hutson Chemical on N. 4th
services from ,the city ; and
Street.
about half a, doien individuals
Planning Director F.T.
have investigated sites for a
"Butch" Seargent attributed
hotel-motel project
much of the increased building Seargent
said
projects such as
activity to the general improvethe proposed Boy Scout_
ment of the economy, lowered
museum, the Briggs &Stratton '
interest rates and inflation. _
Plant,
the widening of 12th Street
"I just think those figures
refleci_tpat.last year Kas lust_ a_ and Glendale Road,and the cc,instrtictifin of a, new.
little better than the previous
Guard armory are stimulating
few years," said Seargent.
iziferest in new commerical and '
Building prospects continue to
residential building.
look good in the city, he added.A
150-unit condominium project
• "Things are going to start
south of Glendale -Road is in
jumping in Murray just a little ...
planning; a firm is considering
bit," he-said.

sewhe
By The Amicselated Press

NEW DELHI, India --The federal government will provide
-▪ free legal aid to vietims and survivors of the Bhopal poison gas
disaster to protect them-from being "exploited" by • foreign
WASHINGTON - Brig. Gen. Richard F. Abel, the Air Force
Ipottesma.n • who stirred controversy by outlining seerecy
guidelines for an upcoming space shuttle misiion. is retiring
from the military.
.
WASHINGTON - Trimming spiralling federal budget deficits*--,
- Is the top agenda item as the 99th Congress convenes today, but
lawmakers are expetted to mark time until President Reagan's
second inauguration later this month.
r
NW FORK - American oil traders sent the prices of oil and
petroleum products tumbling to five-year lows in their first
relsponse to OPEC's divisive year-end Meeting. -Ali the
dominoes in the pricing system have already fallen," one analyst
said. "The benchmark at $29 (a barrel of crude) looks kind of
silly."
OSLO, Norway - Defense officials say a low-flying object that
they believe to be a Soviet cruise missile crossed Norway and
crashed in Finnish territory last week. The Finnish government
has not commented on the ineident.
TORUN,Poland - A secret police officer says he pleaded with
cblleagues to spare the life of a pro-Solidarity priest, and that he
helped kill the priest only after a superior officer implied that the
priest's slaying had been ordered by top officials.
LA_PAZ, Bolivia - A Search crew has spotted the wreckage of
an Eastern Airlines Boeing 727 jet 19,000•feet up the side of a
snow-covered mountain. Attempts to reach the crash -site have
been-unsuccessful because it is too high for choppers. The Bolivian air force,is ruling out the possibility of any survivors among
-----'11
-129-passengers and crew - including eight Americans._
COPENHAGEN,Denmark - A year after Denmark passed a
law offering provisional refuge to almost anyone who declare's
himself a refugee, this country of 5.1 million is noW trying to cope
'with a flood of foreigners seeking a better life in the welfare state.
WASHINGTON - A congresswoman and a wildlife advocate
ate urging the Navy brass to reconsider their decision to scap the
.start of a goat hunt-on-San- Clemente-Island off the CalifOrrilii
coast.
Today in History
Today is Thursday, Jan. 3, the third day of 1985. There are 362
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 3, 1959, President Dwight
D. Eisenhower signed a proclamation admitting Alaska-to the
Uniol as the- 49th state. - - - •
.
Today's birthdays: Actor Ray Milland is 77. Comedian Victor
Sorge is_76..
--- Thoughtfor today "Every man must db two things alone: He
must do h own believing, and his own dying." - Martin Luther,
leader of the Protestant Reformation (1483-1546 ).
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NEW OFFICERS NAMED - Gale B.Ownelison. past secretarytreasurer of the Calloway County Inter- Agenex
(farrigh1)- welcomes the incoming 198,5 executive council - Rev.
-David Robinson, chairman; Chuck Guthrie. co-chairmen; and

Cindy Ragsdale‘'secretary-treasurer. The agene is made up of
county service groups in an effort to better communicate their
activities among the organizations and to the public.

MSIJ send 14 to Central America

Off to Belize: a student-teaching adventure
language is e;nglish, its sea
By CHARLES HONEY
- coast is lovely, and it has
Staff Writer
•
become a toritisrattraction for
Shortly after noon today. 14
Murray State students piled into -.UTS. visitors. But it is alsto exa van and headed for Belize-.-The tremely poor and seeks better
reader-- .who -hasn't heard Of --relations - '1tW and development
Belize shouldn't feel bad, aid from its affluent northern
neighbor.
because most of the students
The MSU students will see
hadn't either.
both the,beauty and the poverty
Belize is a small Central
of Belize, for they will be
American Country adjoining
teaching in the s-chools. Teacher
Mexico, Guatemala arid the
education students all, they areCaribbean Sea. The former
British Honduras, its official taking part in a month-long
_
_

_hiter-cultural experience, under
the directionpt--Dr. Garth
.
Petrie, MSU assciciate professor
of education. After flying in
from New Orleans, they will
%vOrk
village;, one on the
Caribbean coast near Mexico,
the other in the mountains near.
Guatemala..
It's a trip that excites the
students and.,given the political
instability of much of Central
America, worries- their friends
and families.

• "When I tell people I'm going
to Central America. they- -immediately think of -everything
that's going_on there." said Jennifer Lynn. a graduate stubent
from Warren. Ohio.. However. •
she -and Kani S-Pencer, another
grad student: said they aren:t
apprehensive because Belize. as
British commonwealth country. has long ben politically
stable. Granted independence in
1981:it is still manned by _lictiir?h
troops.
Students 'said they
voluntgersed for the trip - it will
cost each of them $600 7, to ex:
perience another culture and to
Learn about teaChing poor
studerrts - -from a different
cultural background.
''I t's_goirig to be good for tthj
ehildren to haye experience with.
Americans, and 'good _ for us to
'have a counter-cultural ex. perience too.: said Spencer. a
hative of Colorado. spencer said
- her interest ih joining the Peace
Corps and her ongoing study of
Mayan architecture- were other_
factors.
"I really wanted to see how

Today: Mostly cloudy and
cold with a 20 percent chance
of light snow. High near 30.
North wind 10 mph or less.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
cold witka. 2_0percent chance
of light snow. Low in the mid
20s. North wind 10 mpli or
less.
Friday: Partly cloudy and
cold. High tn the low 306. Northwest Wind 10 mph or less.
-LAKE LEVELS
itentitdky Lake. ,—
,Barkley, Lake
3512

_
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Spencer both felt the experience
would be good
.
Susan -Reynolds of Draffeñ
the.0.114._AudoOt Avho-avill. •
—
_
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Murray State students and prefess& Garth l'etrie paek their bags for a trip to Belize. alit help from
.-911idetICS father.;
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KHSAA says primary concern
is for the children's education
FRANKFORT', Ky. (AP ) Members of the State Board of
Education • and the Kentucky
High School Athletics Association Board of Control agree that
aCademics . and athletics can
peacefully co-exist in Kentucky.
We want to keep this partnership in balance." state board
chairman James Ratcliffe said.
But at a special joint meeting

of the two panels Wednesday
night, it was clear that the partnership should lean heavily
toward academics.
Our primary concern is
quality education lur--alt
children," state school
Superintendent Alice McDonald
said.
Tom Mills. -commissioner of
the KHSAA, said the association

is willing to make rules changes
to accommodate the concerns of
state board members and listed
several of'those already made
and some others that will require the approval of a-delegate
assembly.
Some of those changes are
almost sure to prompt a protest
from the legions of high SchOol
sports fans in the state, especial-

ly two that would shorten the
basketball and football seasons.
One proposal would cut the
total number of regular season
basketball games that a team
could have from 24 to 20 for
schools that also have football
teams. For schools without football teams, the number -of
basketball games would be cut
from 30 to 24.
Those restrictions would also
include a provision that schools
could participate in only two
regular season tournaments,
with ssn appearance in a single
elimination cotinting as one
regular season game anda double elimination tournament
counting as two.
_
State board members said
that rule should be reworked to

January Sa
Entire Line of Women's Group of Dressy
Fall and Winter Shoes Missy Blouses

•Up to 44% Off
•Dress- and Casual Shoes
•Over__.450 pair to choose from
•Orig. to $54,

NOW

9.99
14.99
19.99
29.99

•Up to 69% Off
•aow fronts-7-arid button front styling
*Solids, stripes & patterns
*Over 200. to choose from
•Orig. to $32

NOW 9.99

Group of Young Men's Group of Junior
High Fashion Pants
Sweaters
•Up to 64% Off
•Sasson'' and. Bugle Boy-R
*Over 200 pair in 'stock
•Orig. to $28

•Up to 74% Off
•Pullovers, cardigans, vests
•Cottons, acrylics, cotton blends'
•Over 300 to chon-ce- from.
‘•Orig. to,138 -

NOW 9.99 NOW 9.99
Group of Men's Pants
•Up to 46% Off
•Triblends. corduroys, and polyester
•Over 700 pair in stock
•Orig. to $28

a-

Group of Missy Pants
•Up to 62% Off
*Jean, slacks, and dress pants
*Solids and stripes
*Over 150 to choose from
•Orig. to $40

NOW 14.99 NOW 14.99
Men's Corduroy SUits

Group of Junior Pants

-to 50% Off
*Dark brown and tan
•B,roken sizes
*Only 50 1-n pock
*Ong 79.99

• JD

'Up to 56% ,Off
*Corduroys, denims. and dress pants
•Orig. to $34

NOW 14.99

NOW 39.99

Group of Men's Sweaters
"
'Up :o d /: Off
•CrewneCkS, v-neck-s-and vests
'Over 120 in stock..
•Orig. to $24

Group of.Boys Sweaters
•Up to 65% Off
•Solids and patterns, pullover style
•Sizes 4 to 16
.
•Ong to $14

NOW 9.99
Group of Name Brand
Athletic Footwear

•

•Up to 48% Off
•Nii<e•; Pony 7 Adidas•
'Over 750 pair in stock
*Ong to $58

•

_

NOW 4.99
Boys Flannel Shirts
'Up to 50% Off
•Assor4ed prints and patterns
.;brig: to 5.99

Brooksi . Puma•

NOW 9.99, 15.99, 29.99
i.1

iiarif-Store
Mon.-Sat. 9 am-9 pm
Sun. 12:30-5:30 pm
- -

NOW 2.99

jCPenney

s Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502) 759-4080
Office Rhone(502)..7594400--

'1116.9040P•N•V
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discourage the growth of tourlimiting the regular seasiOn to 10
naments with very large fields
games instead of the 11 now
that could mean several games
allowed. Pre-season bowl games
to, winners.
would count toward that total.
The first basketball game
Practice in full pads would not
could not be held until the first
be allowed before Aug. 1 with
Monday following Thanksgiving
five days prior to that allowed
under the proposals put -forth by
for practice without pads. PracMills: That restriction currently
tice is now allowed on July 20.
applies only to schools that do
Mills said the 300 member
not field a football team. For
schools of the KHSAA have been
other schools, the opening date
urged to limit the intrusion of
is now Nov. 15. Practice could
athletics events on school time
not begin until Oct. 15 rather
In keeping with the state board's
than Oct. 1 as it is now for
regulations about a mandatory
schools without football.
six -hour .day •-spent on
The problem posed by the
academics.
scheduling of the state tourState board member Robert
naments in basketball will not
Ruberg said rules should also be
be so easily solved.
•
added to prohibit practicing durMills said the KHSAA would
ing school time.
support a proposal that the KenMills said the KHSAA rules
tucky Education Association
need to be changed to allow
hold its annual meeting luring
discipline of individuals involvtokurnament week. But Mrs.
ed-in infractions. Currently, the
McDonald said only KEA
association can impose sancmembers can make that
tions only on entire schools or
*change.
•athletics programs for
Several proposals aobut
violattpns.
scheduling of the tournament
were discussed, including a plan
State board member Henry E.
Pogue Jr. Said the change was
to require an annual one-week
especially necessary in cases
spring break for all schools during which both the boy's and
where adults were involved in
girl's tournaments could be
"redshirting" or recruiting of
held.
athletes.
Several members-- of both
Redshirting, involves holding
boards expressed displeasure
back students in lower grades so
with that plan and Mills said the
they might participate in
KHSAA could present a firm
athletics at a later time. The
state board will consider a
proposal to the state board by its
March meeting.
change in redsnirt rilles at its
In football, Mills pronosed
regular meeting today.
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FBI finds no evidence of
intentional tampering with
Girl Scout cookies in state

a
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Reports of glass and foreign objects in Girl Scout cookies,
which set off a nationwide scare
last year, were false or couldn't
be-traced to the manufacturers,
an FBI official said.
The FBI investigation found
no evidence of intentional
tampering with the famous
cookies, which became the focus
of wide publicity after Consumers reported finding glass,
needles arid other foreign objects in them, the official said
Wednesday.
The FBI used computers and
baked its own cookies to determine whether the foreign objects could have been baked into
them.
The investigation of Girl Scout
cookie-tampering is officially

cret
by
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closed, said James Yelvington,
agent in charge of the Kentucky
FBI office.
"We did not find any evidence
of. any intentional tampering
with the Girl Scout cookies.
either at the manufacturing
level or at any of the distrib_uWon points," Yelvington said.
More than 800. cases of
March and April in two dozen
states, ruining sales in sorne
areas.
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The Louisville FBI office
headed the investigation, along
with_the_U,S. Food and Drug Administration, because many of
the cookies were baked at Little
Brownie Bakers at the Mother's
Cookies Co. in Louisville.
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IRS ready to crack down on
employees using company
vehicles for personal use
assuring that a person who
WASHINGTON (AP) earns $100 in wages pays no
Employees accustomed to doing
more tax than one whose comtheir shopping in company cars
pensation is $100 worth of
or flying to vacation spots on
benefits... company planes may soon find
Congress last year wrote a
additional taxes withheld from
strict definition of what qualifies
their paychecks.
as a tax-free-beit efit and decreed
Such fringe benefits now are
that any other compensation is
being taxed just as if they were
wages. Starting July 1, subject to tax.
The Internal Revenue Service
.employers will be required to
on Wednesday released a set of
withhold Social Security and inregulations spelling out how
come taxes from such benefits
workers and employers are to
at a rate of 20 percent.
comply with portions of the new
It's part of the federal government's effort to halt the move- N- law affecting company cars and
planes and airline employees'
ment under which an increasing
share of employee compensa- free passes.
"We've tried to be as generous
tion is being paid as tax-free
benefits and less as taxable as we can. be" in writing the
rules, said IRS Commissioner
wages.
The changes are aimed at Roscoe L. Egger Jr.

(Cont'd from page I)
be teaching in a high school, said
she has never traveled outside
the U.S. and is interested in
other cultures. Further, "It
never hurts to be more ap-.
preciative of where you live,"
she said.
Petrie, who has done church
work in the country for eight
years, sees the trip as not only
personally enriching for .-the
students, but professionally
beneficial. By student-teaching
in Western Kentucky, teachers
only work with students from
their own white, middle-class
background. Working with
students who are from nonEnglish and lower socioeconomic backgrounds will better qualify the student-teachers
for jobs in the U.S., he
explained.
"They'll get a chance to do
something a lot of teachers in
-this-country need to know how to
do: Cet some understanding of
children who come out of a
background
foreign
and are trying to learn
English," Petrie said.
—Although the --students they
teach will be English speakers.
they come from diverse
backgrounds: Carthe and
Mayan natives, black, and
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bpanisn. t„reole is the social
language, and most everyone
knows a third language as well,
Petrie said.
The Belize students will also
be much -poorer than students
the teachers would encounter
otherwise. The average daily
wage in Belize is $4 to $7, Petrie
said, while a 'box of crayons
costs $4 or $5 and a black and
white television, $2,000. The student teachers, who will be staying in the homes of residents,
were.told nut to bring too many
dresses to avoid flaunting their
affluence.
In fact,_ Petrie feared some
students would be in for a bad
,case of culture shock, despite
tour orientation seminars. Kani
Spencer, though she has seen the
Atilerican Indian reservations of
the West, said she thinks "it will
be even more of a shock than
I'm prepared for."
The trip is. part of an overall
-MSU thrust toward international programs. A faculty exchange with Belize is also proposed, and MSU is being considered for an aid contract by
Belize's-one • university. Petrie
says that if the trip is a success,
Belize will have more student
teachers fro.. 7'
-`4,
! St- the
future.
Other students taking the trip
_,.#.re Deborah Stamps, Emmxt.,,
Krempasky, Laurie McKinney,
Diane Cherry, Cheetah Babb,
Vicky Linzy, Belinda Goo-ch,
Julie Boyd, Tracy Murphy,
Dana Lemon and Mollie Hill.
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PERSPECTIVE

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Vv-1

Abuses shouldn't
restrict free speech
Political controversy often swirls around the
Rev. Jerry Falwell. Now, because of _Hustler
magazine's irresponsible and inaccurate portrayal of the Moral Majority leader as an incestuous drunkard, the evanbelist is at the center
of a legal dispute that threatens to restrict free
speech.
A jury in,Nirginia found that the Rev. Falwell
- had not besn.libeled by Hustler, but awarded him
$200,000 becati§e the'magazinelnientionally caused him emotional distress..
This i a strange, inconsistent and dangerous
decision
'
.If it stAnds, it undoubtedly will result in
many responsible political satirists - those whb
keep their-barbs within the bounds of decency being sued simply because they upset someone
emotionally.
Few members of the press would be willing to
defend Hustler publisher Larry F4ynt personally.
• As a result of his excesses. however. tmany
polittral cartoonists and others may find
themselves being forced to defend their own work
before a judge and jury.
Most well-knoWn political cartoonists upset
some of the subjects of their caricatures, from
resi en eagan on •own to local politicians. If
we defide being upset as being , emotionally
distressed, we presumably have the basis for a
lawsuit.
_ss
In other_ words, It no longer may be necessary
to prove libel to win a judgment against a Satirist.
,"Emotional distress- is a .subjective term,
. whereas tne_oetinition of libel is relatively concrete and
be defined with reasonable accuracy
by attorneys and jurors.
And, as we have said, satire simply cannot ex• ist without the possibility that it will upset
someone.
We don't believe the Rev. Falwell intended to
restrict freedom. of speech when he sued Mr.
Flynt.
The evangelist has been quoted -as saying he
hopes that his case against Mr. Flynt, which may
-reach the-Supreme Court-will-setsorne-fortn-ot
limit on the press for people Tike Larry Flynt." -That--is-an-understandable motive. It's unfortunate that abuses by publications like Hilstlerand
publishers like _My;KIw4hp,jerlct
fie-eciOnt-eif ipeea ann- Pi'brnae
One thing the American system must preserve,..
however, is,the truth that we cannot give up our
freedoms because they are abused by an irresponsible feW.

looking back
Ten years ago
, The home of Roy Garland In Hazel and a body
--shop owned by Bobby Osborne of New Providence were destroyed,by fire yesterday.
Navy 'Machinist Vide Fireman Apprentice
Jimmy L. Trees, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe P.
Treas. Rt. 1, Kirksey, is serving on the Destroyer
Escort USS Garcia which just returned from a'
six-months deployment to the Mediterranean
Sea.
Miss Leisa Sandefer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred U. Sandefer qf Hopkinsville, and Don
Faughn,son of"Mr. and Mrs. G.W. Faughn, Murray, were married Dec. 28 at Southside Church of
Christ, kopkins.ville.
•
Twenty years ago
The first baby of 1965 born at 7:20 p.m. on Jan.
I was a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Gahagan.
-miss Toni Grae Burchett, daughter of Mr. and
nnhsinpork,
.Mr. Clinton Burchett„ and John
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bohannon, were married Dec. 20 at the Hickory Grove Church of
Christ.
Dr- W.F. Steely, a member of the Social.
Scie,nces Departmeht Faculty at Murray State
College; recently attended the American History
Convention aeWashington, D.C.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs:
James Dot-laid Huie on Dec. 25.
Miss Patsy Purdom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs:
I. Wells, Purdom ofMu-rray,,is a sophomore at
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Thirty years ago
- Roger Hughes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Hughes, is the first baby of 1955 born in Calloway
County.-He was IJorn-aff:45 a.m. on Jail: 1. •
Murray Chief of Police 011is Warren released
the year's totals on various fines collected during
the past year. This included $1,444.30 for-parking
, meter violations and 65,104.14 for other charges.
The -F'rotemus Homemakers Club met in the
• home of Mrs. L.A. RoWIluid. MrS:C.C:Weatherford presented the major lesson on "How To Buy
Dresses."
•,
. Mrs. Elva Tonkin served as organist at a
meeting of MurrayStar Chanter No. 433 Order-of
the Eastern Star held Dec. 28 at the Mascfnic
Hall.
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garrott's gallery

by m.c. garrott

Stopping along the way to attend church
while traveling can be quite meaningful
We spent the Christmas holidaysyears before retiring a couple
with our son, Steve, and his family,
years ago.
including a grandson, 6, and a new
r He was in Murray back in Ocgrand-daughter, 4 months old on
tober for a revival at First Baptist,
Christmas Day, in Troy, Ala.
and at that time I met and got to
En route down there on Dec. 23,
know him a little -bit as well as
we stopped as we sometimes do
David Ford, the deep, rich, basswhile traveling to go to church, it
singing song leader who came with
being --Sunday and just before
him..
Christmas. Over the years, this has
It was no trouble to find the
proven an interesting eXperience. •
'church. It's at Seventh and BroadOne Sunday, we :stopped at the
way-in downtown Nashville. Albert
First Baptist Church in Columbia,
Crider had told me'how to get to it,
Tenn. The pastor was Dr. Robert
and we went to it just like homing
E. Lee."
' pigeons. And, we got there just in
a

• •

rural church, Homewood- Baptist
Church, two or three miles off a
North Carolina highway we Were
traveling. We ,were living in $t.
Louis at the time.
-There Were only 40 or 50 people in
the
ngg.ftep44.04lotlitinuner
morning, and we, as visitors, were
conspicuous in our presence. Apparently, they didn't have many
visitors, and when they learned we
were from St. Louis, they thought
we lived "way out west." '
The preacher that morning we
remember as-a somewhat nervous
young seminary student, but he
Was well prepared. He prached a
-fine- -sermon. We have wondered
Often where he is today,as that was
quite
-a few-years ago.-• • •
But- back to this Christmas just
__
Passed. .
It was about 10 a.m. when we
reached Nashville and decided we
would try to find First Baptist
Church. and attend MS morning
worship service there. Dr. H.
Franklin Paschall, who grew up
out here at, Hazel and whom so
many in this part of the country
know, was pastor there for many

traced the life of Christ from prowas, and I must admit that I felt a
phecy to the cross, quoting scriplittle shameful for even suspecting
tures as he went along, and there
such a thing. It was a beautiful
was an absolute, attentive stillness' thing she did, and her expression of
In the church as David sang.
love for one another touched us all.
That's a traveling service we'll
long remember.
One of the best "little people"
• • •
stories I've heard lately was told to
As we were leaving the church,
me by Pete Lancaster. Pete is
we were among a handful to come
director of school relations and an
out onto the sidewalk. As we crossadmissions counselor at Murray
ed it, we passed near a man and a
State.
woman. whom you might possibly
The story concerns a little niece
classify as-street people." They
of his: Andrea Lancaster, who lives
were shabbily dressed, carrying
at Somerset, Pete's hometown.
bulging marketbalMii appearThey call her "Andy," and she is
a.m. - a bit earlier than otfr
ing as if it had been some time
the daughter of Pete's brother,
customary 10:45 and 11 a.m.
since they had had baths. Larry, a rural mail carrier, and his
Although much of the outside is.
The man truged on down the
wife, Teresa.
that of the old church and has been
Sidewalk...but the woman, a father
Shortly'before Christmas, the litthere for many years, the inside is..
stocky lady with a round- face
tle girl, who is three years old., was
beautifully modern and spacious.
- wreathed ill a big smile, stopped- visiting with her gtand'parents. Mr.
Zino° parking Is 30M8WILEI .
an
a, -1Xy,-but don't you
and Mrs. Max'Lancaster, Pete and
preminum in a downtown enVironfolks look nice!"
Larry's parents, there in Somerset.
rnent such as that and since we had
Then she said. "I hope you folks
A retired Commonwealth Life Inparked in a company's lot some
have a Merry Christmas!" With
surance Co. agent, Mr. Lancaster
distance away, we took -back pews
that, she -put an arm -across
is now secretary at the First Chrisso we could slip out near the end of
Cathryn's shoulders and gave her a tian Church in SOmerset.
the service and be on -our-Waykiss on the cheek. Then before I
When her father came to pick her
before being caught in the congesrealized what was going--on, she
up, Mr. Lancaster swept her up intion of the departing worshippers.
had the other arm across my
to hisarms and said he'd just carry
Once seated,. we began to read
shoulders and gave me one, too.
her out to the car. It was during
-the • order of service and the anthink she had been drink- thatearly_Pecember cold snap we
nouncements in the bulletin handed ' ing At least, we didn't detect had and there was an icy spot orus as we entered.
'anything-to make ui believe that two on the sidewalk, one of which
-Oneof-the-first notations to-catch--- she-had-been.T-thllik how-that she
- mr. isancaater slipped on. The two
our eyes was: "We are.happy to
Yasjust caught up in the beauty of of them- came crashing to the
• welcome back to the pulpit -for tothe morning and in the Christmas ground.-He was bruised a bit, but
day's service our former pastor,
spirit, just- as'we'all -shOuki have -the. Mtle-girl -wasn't- hurt-in any
Dr. H. Franklin Paschall." Just
been.
way.
above it Was listed a solo. "Sweet -O Then she was gone, hurrying
When she got home, her mother
. Little _JesusBoy." The singer was
along to catch up with her compa- -asked her if she-had a good time at
David Ford.
nion, but it sort of added a special grandma and grandpa's.
-So,it was a pleasant surprise and
touch to our worship experience of
"Yes, I had a good time all
a meaningful experience to hear _the morning.
right," the little girl replied. "But
___Igtkonte,sgsaigka_nding_nten-once
It was only_eatural, I suppose, next time I think I'll just walk out
again. Dr. Paschall, using as his
that-I immediately felt see
y
topic "Searching the Scriptures,"
wallet was still in my hip pocket. It
---------

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Hearlline. 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
-receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed, •
stamped envelope. The inost useful
replies will -be printed in thistcolumn.
HEARTLINE: My husband is
very ill: He does have a will made
_-out--but our propertiesand-monies
are very small. Will I definitely need
the assistance Of an attorney in settling-the estate, should he die, or is
there some way I can handle it all
myself..t I was an accountant for
severalrears before our marriage,
and feel that if things are not too
compllcated. I might be able to handle them myself. What do you think?
S.C.
ANSWER: Every state has
"Small Estate Statutes" which
outline simple steps you can use to
settee-the estate- and- disperse .the -property in only a month or two, if
your husband's property is worth a
enough figure. You can find out
low
.1945 Copley News Service
which court handles Small_Estate
A WEINBERGER DEFENSE CUT
Statutes by-c.alling an attorney ,or.
_.
Legal Aid, then call the clerk of that
court to see if your husband's estate
would qualify.
If so. the clerk would assist you in
filling out the filing all the necessary
papers. If the estate does not fall
under the Small Estate Statute-s.
then the paperwork is usually so
complicated that an attorney would FRANKFORT - Already there
There was method in this because
set a -(timpensaling . . taX rate so
has been heard the specious argube necessary. An attorney can help__
Power Equalizatign , in that ease_
that property would not produce anY
you avoid time:consuming and costment that not enough money is rais•---meant exactly what it kiid. It Meant
more revenue than I'M previous tax
ed at the loca.Plevel_to support the
ly errors. If you cannot afford a
. evening up the burden in the low and
year. IFIV5.. One' in percent Oft.
kind of school program Kentucky
private attorney. contact Legal Aid
the high wealth districts
would be- permittvd ther-next year,
children deserve. _
to see if you would qualify for their
Under NIFP some IIistricts had
but it had to be taken then or lost
help.
But Gov. Martha Layne
•
yeTylbwAchool tax-rates while the
forever Natural grow th w as allow ,
1u)ts
HEARTLINE: What is connot likely to let thiN deter her in Flr
poorer distrias.with little. taxahre " • ed. The old it g ittax rate it t'- SI 5o
determination to ask the 1986
sidered to be the mostcommon type
wealth as a base had high rates PE
per $100 assessment. but properly
General Assembly for sufficient
of nice'funeral? B.F.
was meant to let all pity the same in-.
had been .issessed
one-third or
ANSWER: A "standard" funeral
funds to support a program that will
to the state kitty. at least the first :to
less value Nlonrot: count% it :IS
n ,
evolve from the conseneukcifthe TWO
Centg. -Of the' 35- Cents that - 711FP - - to I-4 perc-vid altd -inany 1.--t )t-q,,‘,-: ' consists of-mOVing the -deceased "
.1.-'1
from place of death to the funeral
formerly required as a minimum to
study committees, one appointed by
20 percent
home, embalming, use of the view, participate in state fund--.
the governor and the other headed
So Whitt happened in both cases is'
ing room, placing obituary notices,
This was a great idea. but stones
by Edward F.-Prichard.
that politics got in the wax' and inThe local level argument can best
got thrown in its path when I .t . goy
the casket. Obtaining burial permits,
flation for inionie for the schoills
be set aside-by the one word ansiwer, ' Th
arid transportation to the. churchend
s elma Stovalicalled a sper--tal-seswas almost skilled when expenses
"nuts.' It doesn't make a bit °Ind.' . sion when ("a rroll was, out id tile ---11041-0-4#14
cemetery. However. db not feel that
,
44-g'-1-1-414e-0-1:4t.tx•
*
Increases.
ference Whether the moneyromeS
yOu mils/ buy-a- "package" funeral.
stale The Tegisla hire then passed a.
The only tiling that helped „,a,
from the local or the state level, the
hill that would not allow leghseLcolIf your funds are limited, do not
growth, but that Aas cut by limiting
property owner is the one Who must
spend extra money-on a casket that
teeth:ins thipl four. pe rye]a above the
Ull'reaSt'S II) reVIL'ralt' tO kiln' 1WrCellt
foot the bill.
o7ds. growth - _Limner the Sto,‘,_ii,J1eit ra.sessioe _and ,., is supposedly Water Or air-tight.
Year Wore,.In tither wThrough_the years Kentucky has
t.. IlnlIted to four percent per year
w.ts ' st, mied .ab sot kat,I y under . ,Neither will ,preYerirdelegtion,.
made improvements through its
Also, although Most people believe
when, inflatiagine beyond, ___ Brealliit
ol previous
original MininniUktsuglatiun Pre - tiniV-Thentr7-!,1eilkt tex*is now---4----yrars tax on the properly to Hu, . that ertibaliming is a hecessary,,.
gram and most recently the Power
do*ti to about 26 cents ---. -----=----0 •Sa Me :mit.- :. ear netOre. Altliiirrgii--...,health pfaet4ce or rett..ifed by law, -•
Equalization ._program- passed by
The same thing happened back
one ten percent hike was granted.
in many states, it is not: To find out .
Gov. Julian Carroll.
if embalming is required in your
V1 lit ii thl KtIli{it'ky Court 01 Aii. - ' this didirt lake rare of 'years or
. •-iiitatti,.---c-ailL4ouri-tbeal - heattit._ ••
' '
-Carroll made 'the claim- that -he . --peals-then4tie stiite-s-highosi,-gave : . 'intlii-tion----- -•--- -s--- .
---if---- lispartment.----44iinn schouls,_tuage__surua
Rem-ember. there are many
equitable plan in t9xti- and then ,
money hut a large-part.of it came
shall hi. asst*ssed at lair cash value
hamstring it in the ntxt ttreat h.
from -the 30 cents he tool(from the • for till; porposes
-nice" funerals that are thousands
-• . • —
Other "nice-7._
IS
local ba)aolleCtion anti thinsieired
(IAA. Eihvi&ii I Breathitt. im ,
it to the state irr
• --;*---nrrrtratriv-raitrrt

agree or not

by -s.c. van curon
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Jo Burkeep. editor

Mr, Afts:. Gi
. married-for 65 years

Couple plans wedding at church

Mr. and Mrs. David L.
Severns of Murray an• tiounFe the-engagement
and _approaching -marriage of their daughter,
Kelly Shae, to Todd.
Riley Solomon, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Solomon of Benton.
Miss Severns is the
granddaughter of
James
..,,Ervin of
Mayfield,-and the late
Mr. Gingles•is the son of the late Dr.-and
Pauline Norsworthy Er:
Mrs. J T. Gingles-.
yin and of Mr. and Mrs.
They are poth .members .of The _Seventh
Thomas L. Severns of
and Poplar Churth,pf Christ..
.
The couple resided at Kirksey for many
Paducah.
years where they . operated their dairy
The brkle-elect is 'a
1181 graduate of Marfarm.
•
shall County High
Mr. Gingles is a member of the Board pf
School,A senior majorDirectors of the Bank of Murray.
ing in business educaThey have one son. hob Gingles of Murtion at Murray State
ray. and one daughter, Mrs..Billie Banks of
University, she is a
tilishvilk_. Tenn.
nother _• son.- --Ralph
member of the Alpha
Gingles. is deceased.
.•
Mr. and Mrs. Gingles have nine grandOmicron
Pi social
:ind Airs. Hugh 6. Gingk's
sorority. She also is
children and eight great-grandchildren.
employed by DennisonHunt Sporting Goods In
Murray.
Mr. Solomon is the
•
grandson of Mr. and
PITTSBURGH .(Api _29, first *proposed the babysitter.
When kids *sonal computer if they Mrs. Leon Riley and of
— Two, children who --- idea to the children as a are bored, you say 'Why held out_
until -Dec. Mrs. Lena Morgan
shunned television for a combination wager and - don't you go watch.TV.'
31.The first thing they Soloman and the late.
year survived the ex- 1984 New Year's We couldn't say that any
.viewed was Tuesday's Leighton Solomon„alto(
verience and -won a resolution.
Benton. -- ;.
'more," she said.
Colton Bowl parade.
home computer in a
The groom-elect is a
thought -it would onThe payoff Was to be
"It wasn't that
wager with their father, ly last about- -two or 3200 for eaCh child who'
tio-ugh," said Jerry. 1981 graduate of Marbut their parents said three. weeks., But
They completed the bet. Pen- "You just have to have shall County. High
the bet caused problems showed me - I was ning said his children
confidence in yourself School. He attended
because they lost their • wrong,'" Penning said originally wanted to buy
_Kelly SILK.Severns and
for the first week. And Murray State Universielectronic ''babysitter." Tuesday, the first day a television set for each
ty
and
Is
by -the second week,
Thad Riley Solomon to marry
"It was as much a the children were allow- of their rooms if they
you're so Used to it that the Alpha Tau Omega
transition for us as ed to watch television.
The wedding vows Church.
social fraternity. He
won. "But that. didn't you can just do it.",
relatives are invited to
parents as- it was for . Jerry. 11, and Wendy. make- sense to me," he
solemnized
reception will follow attend the wedding and
The Pennings said currently is employed Will be
them as children," said 10. sailthe 10,88 of
.the. murrfiy COUJflfly.; --the-reeeptioiv.--Ortly-et
-they 1+u-84-e4 thetr __a_a_asaistazit manager.of Saturday. Jan. 26. ci.t-417
it
----15-eg-gy Penning.- 33.. sion gave them more
'
So'he upped the ante children not to cheat by the Brass Image in 6:80 p.m. at the First Club:
of-town invitations will
WI
children missed time to read books_dowith-the-'
United Methodist,
All friends-,and be sent
pledge-that he watching television at a Dallas, Texas.
•'Where's the Beef?" homework and play would..buy,them a per'friend's house or sneakand -other 'televised with friends. It also
ing a peak Whin they
gems but earned better meant- a. change in
,
were out of the house.
BARGAIN
DAILY
odor problems. but rithe; ttiatliehas is -worse; especially when the plane
report cards for thear - routinefor their ./ft,thit.
. Jerry's.ignorance of
Lperspiration problem. When a per- goes up. Last year, when on a big pasMATINEES
year of abstinence.
• "As a mother, you,get
Wendy's restaurant's
sorriteeps
the area clean, sweat is not senger airliner:- I put cotton in my
Jan.
2
Wed.
Thru
Her husband Bruce, used to using TV as a
"Where's the Beef?"
likely to cause much odor. However, ears to prevent the popping. I fell _
All Seats $2.00
bacteria can grow under the skin that asleep, and when I woke up, one of
commercial should
cause the odor.
serve
as
proof
my ears hurt. I removed the cotton
that
the
0111)
'7 15. is ill
Lawrence E.
These bacteria cannot be washed and a lot of air came out, like a whischildren stuck to the
No Matinee Shows
bargain, Penning said.
Lamb, M.D. off with normal soap, since such tle. The pain .and ear-popping were
auRr
" CLINT
soaps just -deans the surface. These gone after that -Can you give me
"Everybod
school
y
in
Easrwockr) REy$.Aows
cases require a soap' that penetrates some advice?
was saying 'Where's the
the skin deeply enough,to kW those
1104 Story
- DEAR READER - Never put-anybeef? Where's the
bacteria beneath the surface.
-thing in .your ears when flying.
beef?' And I didn't know
If your friend does have an odor Evidently, that cotton plug sealed
7534567
what they were talking
problem, he may be able to eliminate your outer ear chamber. Your ,ear
about," Jerry said.
it with pHisoHez. This is a prescrip- must remain open. The symptoms you
The suburban Mciunt
tion item, but his doctor can prescribe complain of are caused by unequal
it, and he can wash under the arms. ails- pressure on the inside and outside
Lebanon family decided
We're happy to an.with it regularly until the odor is of the eardrum. The inside pressure is
I i4
H
•I • 0•1
on the wager after Pennounce that Kelly
gone.
transmitted through the mouth. Air
ning felt his children By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
No Evening Shows
Severns. bride-elect
DEAR DR.LAMB —My friend has
I have discussed both antiperspi- pressure passes up the Eustachian
WALT DISNEY'S
were
watching
too much a perspiration problem. He is very
of Todd Solomon,
rants and oder 'problems in The tube (air tube) in the throat to the
TV.
7hnocchio
"warm-blooded." requires only a light Health Letter 18-2, Sweating, Anti- Middle
has ,selected her
ear. Air on the outside of the
Its a fun-filled
coat in the winter and perspires perspirants and Deodorants, which I eardrum passes througli
decorating
acfantasy
the external
•
profusely
warm.
it
is
if
He
tried
has
cessories from our
am sending you. Others who want this ear canal.
And a whale
many deodorants, but after a few issue can. send 75 cenii-with a long,
gallery of gifts.
of an
Chewing gum helps to open the air
days 'he develops painful nodules or stamped,'self-addressed envelope for tube in
adventure
Kelly and Todd will
the back of the throat; swalbumps
under
his
arms,
so
disconhe
it to me in care of this newspapes, lowing also helps. Do not blow your
be married Jan. 26.
tinues using the deodorant. Can you P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Station, nose iryft
-have.
hOweyei:.
Chestnut St.,
suggest something that he might not New York, NY 10019.
some people can'ease ear-popping by
Murray
be allergic to?
Those who suffer from Severe closing the mouth, pinching the nose
111\111 •7 Imo 051
DEAR READER
He probably sweating may benefit from some shut and blowing very
2010 15101
gently. If you
P6
does not have an allergy. Many anti- medicines that can', be prescribed.
•T %it T••• TI)))))RHO%
do this, you may feel your eardrums
perspirants work by , clogging the These include medicines that block
pop Out, but dcm't overdo it.
sweat ducts that drain the sweat the...nerve fibers to the sweat glands
Nose drops may clear the nasal
glands. The antiperspirant-ingredient and those that neutralize adrenaline passages,
and help to equalize the
that blocks the opening of the sweat action.
pressure. If you continue to have trouglands is either aluminum chlorohyDEAR DR. LAMB - My ears pop ble, see your doctor. Voir might have
drate or aluminum chloride.
when I drive to higher elevations. a local obstruction at the opening of
You do not say that your friend has When I travel by air, the-ear-popping
the air tithe in the throat.
Mr! and Mrs. Hugh G. GitIgles, 1716
Keetiland. Nfurray: will Observe their 65th
—wadding-anniversary on-Frielay:---Jaft-47
A family celebration is planned.
The couple was married on Jan. 4. 1920,
by J
,
Their attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Less
Ross.
Mrs. Gingles, the former Bess Polts,
the daughter Of the late Mr. and Mrs,G.M.
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Children, win by not watching TV
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, Captain D's,

Country
Style

FISH
DINNER
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TERMINATOR
In the
Year of
Darkness,
2029

CHERI 3
a•-;.: 't•-•
t

In 1977VOyagei II
Launched into space. in
vtting alt Ide forms in thc
univeiise to visit out
planet. Get ready.
Company's corning.

4

TV•i.

c--• •

STAR MAN

141P
..
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JEFF BRIDGES
KAREN ALLEN
•

et;1

•t•

efiff
•SPECIAL

1 Knit stretch pants
2. Bright colored tent .dresses
3. Long jackets to cover all that's
possible
4. Low _heeled shoes
5. Always being tired
6. Fat is beautiful posters and jokes
7. Wearinglaasic black
8. Hiding from old friends
9. Avoiding mirrors and cameras
10. Steering wheels that dig into flesh

Let Diet Center
Make These Only
Memories For
You In 1985

1:3 DOLBY STEREO

•a generous portion of Country Style
fish fillets done in our own special recipe
•creamy cote slaw •crispfrenckfries
•2
-Southern Style hush puppies.

Neivborns, dismissals
released by the hospital

•5•1 •
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_ central center 753-3314
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•
-Murray
1111 N. 12th
753-9383

0"
2;30-5:3° - Sat. 10-Notet

MOflF

_ Mayfield
Paris Rd.
247-0747
chestnut et. 753-3314

..

Newborn admissiots
Newborn admissions
ati-cl dismissal's at'
sBaby Girl Smith.
Cotm- parents, .Teresa and
ty Hospital for Satur- Richard. Rt. 2,Blir Sanday, Dec. va, have-been dy,-Tenn.;
released as follows:
Twins, Baby Girls
Henson,:parents, Lenna
and Robert, Rt. 2,
Newborn admission
• Baby Boy Heinrich,
Baby. Girl Paschall,
parents-, Jetta and
Allen, Box 982, Murray. parents, Melanie and
T
Te
ilnn
Irn ;na • Rt. 2, Puryear.
Dismissalt,
James Robet Flynn,
Baby Boy Newsome,
-Rt. 5; Mrs. Hilda Faye parents, Connie and Miller, 816 North 20th Barry. Rt.- 7, Mayfield.
St.; Mrs. Colleen Moore,
1106 Sycamore St.;
DannyMac
a c
Mrs. Larr.ee Deann Washburn, Rt. 1, DexSmith, 600 Randolph, ter; Mrs. Donna 'Kay
Memphis, Tenn,: Bobby Long, 307 North Seventh
James Bryant, Box 405. St.7Mrs. Wanda Scott,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs. 409 North Fifth St.;
Eloise Lee, Hardin;
Mrs. Sherilyn R. RidMrs. Betty Oarol -die and baby girl, Rtr.'8.
Sturgill, Rt. 2, Puryear, Benton; Mrs. Ramona
Tenn.; - Mrs. Barbara M. Lester and baby boy;
Jean Sanders and baby 1411 Walnut, Benton;
girl, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.: William H. Hayes, Rt.6;
Miss Caroline M. LarMr's. Leslie H.
son, 301 College Courts; Denham and baby boy,
Sterling Carlton Moody, 1602 SycamoreSt.; Mrs.
New Concord; -Caltqn Nell Mae Edney, Rt, 2,
Otho Morgan, Rt. 8;
Caruthersville, Mo.;
Mrs. tkrny E. Wilson, 5Aerro
John
r.;
Rose,
_
1795
303- soutn 1'3'thSt;"Jessie Ryan Key,--Rt.
Charles Glen Clayton.
•
--

Open

DUDLEY
mOORE

.

M
Tex.
holii
- Cle1
Rob

a so
14.0
day
Call
forn
B.S.
Dec
Tra
tont
H.0
Hop
Mrs
Mrs
grai

Lc
LOU
son

Hazel; Mrs. !..tip..z
Cothran, Rt. 3.
' -Mrs. Rebecca Hicks,

$299

.

-

Wingo; Allen Franklin
McCuisten-, New
Newborn' admissions Concord;
• ' .
ril,srti I Gisela- -al- --Mrs4
.4ary-Low
-Murray-Calloway Coun- fres,
'(expired), Rt. 8,
ty Hospital for Sunday, Benton; Cletus Shipley
Dec. 30, have been leap-lied)* 633 Riley
released as f011Owii:
Court.
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Widow Longing for
Romance Lets_
Imagination Run Wild
By Abigail Van Buren
• DEAR ABL/Y: I WAS a haPpy, your life,and you're fantasizing,
respectable wife for 40-years, and
Other widows have the same
-now Pm-s lonely,respectabitvidow -problem, and- so- do some di.
I work,join-women's clubs,do good vorcees and married women.
works and spend a It of quiet
And lest you think this problem
evenings watching television.
is for women only, I assure you
Do you know what I would .like that men also hunger for
better than anything on earth? I'd romance.
like for my phone to ring right now,
* *•
and hear a male voice say, "Ill be
lay in 15 minutes to take. you to
•
dinner and a movie-theirwe'll go to --DE*ARABBY: What I am about to
my place and spend the night."
ask you may sound dumb, but I
In other words, at this late date, have to ask it regardless.
I'm plain boy crazy-more boy crazy
Recently I went to a chiropractor
than I ever was at 15.
becaulie of some back trouble. The
Please tell me, Dear Abby, do • first thing the doctor did. was take a
'other widows have this problem? lot of X-rays. I never liked X-rays;
Very often when I see a nice- I'm afraid of the radiation. Anyhow,
looking older man on the street, I • he X-rayed right through my blue
wonder what it would be like to go jeans, shirt and underclothes.
out with him. And more.
My question: Are these clothes
My imagination just goes wild. safe to wear? I'M afraid they may be
I'm really ashatnectu
myself.
f.Please contaminated or radioactive because
tell me,am I normal? Whatts Wrong they were X-rayed through. If these
with me? Do otherviidows have this clothes are contaminated, I won't
problem?
hesitate to throw them away. I
YOUNG AT HEART haven't' worn them since I was
X-rayed.
—DE
: Nothing is
'.
••
"wrong" with - you. You're
normal, and you need not be
DEAR QUESTION:There are
ashamed of yourself. You're no "dumb" questions,just uninlonging for some romance in formed people who never learn

because they're afraid of appeering "dumb."
- The -clothes you While -*We
you were X-rayed are safe to
wear. The rays from an X-ray
do not remain in the clothing.
* *•

DEAR ABBY:This is for "Mrs. L.
in Old Bridge, N.J." and thousands
ofothers whq think beer is harmless.
My wife had surgery for a gallbladder problem. Immediately after
RECITAL HELD - The Music Students of Mrs. Linda Wright were recently featured in a recital of a
the operation, the surgeon summoned me by.intercom to the variety of holiday selections performed on piano, guitar, organ and flute. Several vocal selections also
operating room. He asked, "Why were presented. Those participating in the program are, from left, hack row, Jennifer Wright. Lori
didn't you tell me your wife is an Dunn, Ryker Wilson, Benjamin Wright, Mary Anne Todd, Stephanie Treas. Mrs.,Wright, front row.
Shelley Rudolph, Tammie'Iones, Nicki Willie, Wendy Smothtrman, Roger Hutson, Kela Conley.
alcoholic?"
I replied, "I didn't know she was. Kristina Todd and Kerni C,onley. Not pictured is Heather Wright. Performance awards for the last
Although she consumed four or five recital were presented as follows: Kele, Conley and Roger Hutson. firsts; Wendy Smotherman, second;
six-packs a week,rye never seen her Kerri Conley. third; and Nicki -Willie, fourth. Awards for -most piano practice went
to Itf.nd
intoxicated."
Sinotheman and for most guitar practice to Tammie Jones. Certificittes also were presented h Mr-s
-. The doctor said, "Beer is as alco- Wright.
holic as hard liquor done consumesenough of it. Your wife's liver is so
bad, had I known, I wouldn't have
performed the surgery. She has only
a few' months more-at best."

if 0

too late how "harmless" beer is. No
name, please. I don't want our

\

friends to know.

OPEN F19IDAYS UNT4L-.5

-ALONE IN FLORIDA

D.ATEBOOK

•••

Pageant Saturday

•

Texas resident here

The Miss Kentucky'USA Pageant will be held
Miss Teresa McKinney of Houston, Texas, was
Saturday, Jan. 5. at 7 p.m. at the Executive Inn
the recent-guest of her mother, Sandra McKinRiver ,Front, Paducah. The master of
ney. and ottrer relatives and friends.
ceremonies will be Susan Scannell who plays
.
Nicole -Simpson on the television show, "Dynasty." Tickets are $6 each and are available at
aetbow
Fashirinsl,---Padtrcatr--Mait-TOt—N--Btirkteil-or Aliiiiic-eribiateTher 841h
Teen, Wonder Market Shopping Center and Sun
birthday on Dec. 17. Out-of-town guests here for
,Ray's Tanning Studio. Paducah.-Proceeds from
her birthday and the holidays included -Mr.-and- the event will be to "The Dream Factory."
-Mrs. Roy.F. Crotzer and children, Donna, Steve;
Michael, Robert, Sue-and Cindy, all of Jefferson_
town; Mr. and Mrs. Richard James and
daughter, Lori, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Stinson,
The West Kentucky Fur Takers Show and Sale
Mrs. Roxie Burkeen and _Mr. and Mrs. Danny
will begin at 9- a.m. on Saturday. ran. 5, at the
Burkeen and 'children. Nathan and Cassie, all of

.

•

L

e-to meet Saturd.ty

FALL & WINTER

SHOES
lour 1-a‘orne Nod110II:li Brand \auks
Regular 34 0011,44
alue,

,

1

Entire Winter Stock

DRESSES

hoe_

SWEATERS

Part St% les•01lice St
Sunda% ‘17 •!•:`,
NON is the time to
into silirle 110%
Regular 4( NI k, I NO 00 \

1,,t• I •
- rH'

90TO1
. -I9

_

NOW

Temple Hill Lodge No.276 Free and Aceepted

•
•

missing children
will appear on milk cartons

Fredericks visit here
gp

Mr. and Mrs:Herbert Frederick of Houston,Texas, have returned home after spending the
holidays with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Cleveland Fey. and her sister, Mrs. Steve
Robertson and family.

Christopher Denham born

\4o1

\ • I' \\I II \lvl

•

• JA( k

CAPES•SI I ill \I c();IS•
Regul.1.- 4 HI
Values

CHICAGO ( AP - The faces of two children
missing for nearly three years will appear on
millions of milk cartons this week as a dairy
helps 'police in tile search for- some of the
thousands of children who disappear each year.
Tricia Kellet was 9 when she was last seen
playing near her Northwest Side home in May
_ 1982. Gar.y. Antonio Feltman was ;It when he
disappeared in'August 1982, shortly after a judge

BRAS &GIR
DLES
1•W \R\T •
\ \W•1.,1(

\\Ill I

\II ,'

Winter Fashion

399,()1999

SUITS'

Regular 34(Ni to 110.00 alues

department's youth division, said -1suesday.
"People will have to -think about it. Their
children will ask them questions. If it helps us

3 OFF

NOW

find one child, it will be worth it."
The pictures,:to be shown on Hawthorn Melody

SKIRTS
attics

4 TO-1• 2 OFF

BLOUSES

Regular ssou to 14))041\ altk

5990,() 8990

ti;
1 (1/ Z..

Junior &-Missy

Farm Dairy Milk cartons beginning Thursday,
wilt- appear for -several weeks before being
replaced by Other missing children, Mayo said.

Junky & Miss} --

Entire Winter Stock

- BOOTS

. -

"Their faces will be there at the breakfast
table," .Joe Mayo, commander of the police

0-„'" • PI ••

H.

44°13,-.199w

Regular In 11(1 to :•:,(11)

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Denham are the parents of
a son. Christopher Mark, weighing eight pounds_
14 ounces. measuring 22 inches, born on Wednesday. PeC• 26 a ri:12 a.M. at the AurrayCalloway County • Hospital. The mother is- the' former Leslie-Hopkins. The father received his
B.S. degree from Murray State University in
December and will leave, Sunday for,Officers
Training School with the Air Force at San Antonio. Texas. Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
H.C. Denham and Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L.
Hopkins, all of Murray__Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Evelyn Brannon of Paducs.h'and Mr. and
Mrs. Fuqua Hopkins of Murray. A great-greatgrandmother is Mrs. Hazel Mitchell of Paducah

Famous Name

COATS
DIP;SS

-awarded costodyot him to his fattier.

1
2en I
/
1 4 to/

Winter

Faces Of

Aglow plans breakfast
The Paris- Chapter of Women's Aglow will
meet Saturday, Jan. 5, at the Avalon Restaurant,
Paris, Tenn_ Breakfast will be served at 9 a.m.
With the meeting to begin at 9:45 a.m. This
month will be sharing time for those who attended the Aglow National Conference in Knoxville.
Tenn.. and also a time for persons to share what
is on their hearts. All women are invited to atlend,a chapter spokesman-said. F-laPiglieFFRatiOncall 1-901-642‘9142.

-

get

Nashville, Tenn. The James family also visited
his nlother, Mrs. Helen James, and the Burkeen family also visited ter "Mother, Mrs. Susie

Workman, while

1Wasons will meet Saturday, Jan. 5. at '7 pliT:
.the lodge hall. Work will be in the Fellow -Craft
Degree. Eddie Joirs, master of the lodge. invites
all Fellow Craft Makons to attend.

s

•.;

Mrs. Burkeen is 84

how and sale Saturday -

West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road. Murray.

JANUARY_CLEARANCE SAI E

4r_

Junior & Miss}

_

OF

Jtinior & Miss

COORDINATES - PANTS
Regular .20 Otto 112 oti
1
1
4 TO 2 01.1 /
_
.1 4 101A 01.1
•

Kelly Severns,
bride-elect of Todd
Solomon, has made
her selection of
china. crystal and
flatware from our
_registry. The wedding will be Jan.26.

Fashion Leather

AlA ituel

Winter_ Fashion

GLOVES

BELTS

__FIATS

•

NOW 1 el 01 1
Warm Winter

SLEEPWEAR
Iteguiar 2

45

3 OFF
An Winter

NOW -

- A FLone —

, 1-%. Piece

DRESSES JOG SETS

1 2"
3 OH I ./

Winter Fashion

/
1 1 ol
Nil Winter

\ km Vricot

ROBES JEWELRY'LINGERIE'HANDB.NGS

\

•

Patients

▪„

dismissed.

NOW

Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah-, were-Patricia Pearson of Murray and Rosa Outland of Hazel

4.

CHESTNUT

1/A
NOW__
tit 01

/
1
2
1 A
(11
-f I()

VI

/
1
2
A

,

1/

1/

2(II I

•

Warm Ups and
Jogging Suits
•Suits •Blouses •Skirts
•Tops •Pants •Shirts
-•Walking Shorts
0,4,

•Scarves •Belts
•Handbags
•Jewelry
•Accessories

1/2

Off

China_ Crotal.
Silver and Gifts

Large Flacks of

Pants, Skirts, Tops

20% Off

Ark CA
/
1
4
(1
3
01Pg
Chei
stmd
.. •
•

•

'

-

,

•

„

•

•
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Your Individual
Horoscope
FraaceS Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARYA,1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say. read (Oct.23 to Nov.21 I
the forecast.given for your birth sign.
A rush of -holiday bills may cause
some alterations in your financial
ARIES
planning. You need further thought...
_
Mar.21 to Apr_ 19.1_ .
Wiest you,say in
unguarded mo- concerning investment moves.
ment could _ .work. against you. - SAGITTARIUS
Schedule more leisure tune for Nov. 22to Dec.21
. You seem-strangely rioneorrUnittal :
--creative-pursuits-and-hobbies.today. Though somewhat restless,
TAURUS
4114
,
you'll find more satisfaction at home'
)Apr. 20 to May 20)
Money you 04-lied now could be tharryoirrealize.
delayed. Or •--there could be - a CAPRICORN..
discrepancy regarding a bill. Go over IDeC.t2toJan. 19)
It's hard to-get back into the swing
the necessary documents
of things at work. You need a creative
GOBNI
_
outlet. A friend's motives, are ques(May 21 toJune20)
Others are unpredictable now, tionable after dark.
which makes it difficult for you to AQUARIUS
plan ahead. You may detect some Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Money is probably better spent buy- •
-jealousy on the part of a co-worker.
ing something nice for yourself than
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
in the pursuit of,,pleasure. Don't be
•
What Is left unsaid may create an wasteful today:
atmosphere of tension With a closetie. PISCES
_
*no
now •
Unexpected changes at work require Feb..19to Mar.20)
flexibility.
A post-holiday lift comes through a
LEO
, visit to a beauty parlor, aerobic class
iJuly 23toAtig. 2-2
or gym. Attend to minor home,rosponSomeone who is indecisive may sibilities.
• keep you waiting. Minor differences YOU BORN TODAY are a hard'
can occur among friends. Consider worker who's inclined to perfec:
thepurchase of an art object.
• •' lionign. You find yourself through
VIRGO
your job, but must avoid a tendency to
Aug: 23toSept. 22
get into a rut, Change if-gtiod for you
Career ideas being-bandied about as it keeps you on your toes and_
may be off-base. Put aside business freshens • your outlook: Acting, •
•
okerage,government, teaching and
one. Accent teamwork.
real estate are some of the fields in
which you'll find fulfillment. Music,
UBRA
SepC23.totVT722)
engineering, law and Medicine are
.
Singles may well find romance other possible vocations. Birthday Of:
through the job. Some mix-ups in ap- Floyd Paterson, boxer: Jane Wyman,
pointments are likely no Duck con- actress; and Dyan Cannon,actress.
troversy and be flexible.
191l1 K.ng Features Syrid)Catt. Inc

wok

FALL RECITAL - Recently the Murray State University Strhig Preparatory Division Siudents,gave
their falleecital. Theystudents, ranging in ages of 3 to-15, perfOimed one or two pieces•Leach, including
classical music,Christmas carols,folk tunes and Bluegrass music. They are,from left, front row which
begins -Un middle, Josh Smith, KIrksey,.Krisy Whitfield, Murray, Kristen Varber, Paris, Tenni,
Adrienne Welker, New Concord, Naomi Piercy, Murray; second roW, Peter Rodocker;Paducah,Ryan
Cunningham, Stephen Crouch and Catie Bates, Murray, Paige Patterson, New Concord, 'Bethany
Rodoclier, Paducah, Darrell Radreey.:Murray; third row, Philip Brown, Murray;.Mike Murphey,
earls, Tenn., Trent Gibson, Murray,Canny Othvay, violin instructor, Sharlin Barfield,Metropolis,
Chris Thompson, director of String Preparatory Division. Not pictured are Holly Thomas and Scott
Conklin, Murray.
••

0

•

C

•

/

.We're lifergipeL
'Court Square Antiques & Interiors
and
Treasyre House of Gifts
Now Located At Treasure House of Gifts
Southside Manor

StOck Reduction Sale
Everything 10 Store 20% Off

Comm unity events

- Thursday,Jan.3
Thursday,Jan.3
Friday,Jan.4 •
Al_coholics
Xi Alpha Delta
- 7Anonymous and AI- Chapter of Beta Sigma
Square and round
Anon wW have closed Phi will meet at 7:30 dancing will
-be from
meetings at8 p.m. at the p.m, at the Ellis Center..1:30 to 11 p.m.
it Lynn
First Christian Church.
- -Grove Roller Rink.
Benton. For information
Preceptor Onlicrari
- —
call 753-0061, 762-3399,, Chapter of Beta Sigma
Paducah Area
753-7764 or 753-7663.
Phi will meet at 7:30 Chapter Of Parents
. ---p.m. at Commerce Without Partners will
The Single Connection Centre.
meet at 8 p.m. at
will meet at 7 p.m. in
American Legion
third floor classroom.
Knights
- of Columbus Building, Legion Drive,
Education Building, are scheduled to Meet at Paducah. F
First United Methodist. 7:30 p.m. at Gleason
Church. For informa- Hall.
Al'coholic s
tion call Jill at 753-1701
--Amnymous
and, AlA shower for Paul and or Dick at 436-2174.
Anon will meet at b" p.m.
and
Henry
two
Kaye
---at J.U. Kevil Center,
Junior Varsity Girls children whose home South 10th Street Exwere
contents
and
and. Varsity Girls of
tended, Mayfield. .
Murray High School will destroyed by fire will be
' ' "atillOW basiketbsti-ff gamra..'t—
'44.!'"Ate*TiceAL
-• r. 'and
kh
hape'
1 A M
with Reidland at 6.30 Bethel
Gingles will observe
Church,
Pentecostal
p.m. at Murray.High.
their 66th wedding anHighway 94 East.
--niversary today.
---*- Murray Women of the
Friday,Jan.4
Saturday,Jan.5
Moose are scheduled to
Mothers Morning Out
meet at 8 p.m. at the will be at 9 a.m. at
Temple Hill Chapter
First
No. 276 Free and Aclodge.
Christian Church.
cepted Masons will
Murray Civitan Club
Hazel and Douglas meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
Is scheduled to meet at 7 Centers will be open
ALI
---p.m. at Homeplace from 10. a.m. to 2 p.m.
Square andi round
Family Restaurant. '
for activities by the
dancing wll be from 7:30
---senior citizens.
\

•'••.

•

Other Items 30% to 70% Off
Sale Thursday-Saturday Only
Jan. 3-Jan. 5

Price's
Right
Large Ladies'
Clothing Store
All New, First
Quality, Name
Brands
•Large sizes to 58

Fashionable Footwear
Factory Discount Shoes
Men's

Work Boots
Ladies Leather Casual & Work Shoes
With Cushion Arch Support
Lace-Up & Slip-On Styles

$2795

Men's Texas

Western Boots $3695
41146.

Men's 8" Leather Lace-Up
Insulated

Work Boots

$2995

Men's & Women's Pony, Autry, Converse & Nike

•Half sizes to 281/2
*Tall sizes to 26

Sale

L.
Close-out Sale On Lots
And Lots Of Specially
Marked Pants, Dresses,
Skirts, Blouses, Coats

loot moo

Paris Chapter of
Women's-. Aglow will
meet at. 9 a.m. for
breakfast and 9:45 a.m.
for meeting at Ayalon
Restaurant, Paris,
Tenn.
_ _ -,West Kentucky Fur
Takers Show and Sale
will begin at 9 a.m. in
Livestock and Exposition Center.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and- Al-

•

Couples Bridge with
Carmon and Crystal
Parks as hosts will be at
7:30 p;m. atelaks Country Club: .
---Sunday,Jan.6
Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
(Cont'd on page 7)

16th & Main

•753-9419

MERLE noRmAn.
The Place For The Custom Face
Bel Air Center

753-6926

PADUCAH
442-4386

MURRAY
75,3-0542

-2608 Park Avenue

Olympic Plaza
y Tom onci.Yvonne

Key

The original family haircutters.

Providence
Club meets
for party
The home of Patsy
Pittman was the scene
of the annual holiday
party of the New Providence Homemakers
Club held on Tuesday.
Dec. 11, at 11 a.m. _
.Gifts were exchanged
with 1984 Sunshine
Friends being revealed.
Names were drawn for1985.
A special guest, Opal
Shoemaker, received a
quilted wall hanging
made by her former
club members.
Lisa Spann read
Christmas thoughts and- directed games.
A paluck luncheon
was served with Sylvia
Puckett asking the
blessing.
Other, members present were Gail Herndon,
Beth Falwell, Dorval
Hendon4aq Debbra
Puckett. hildien. present were Stephanie
-Spann, Jacob Falwell
-Auld Dorrik Edwards-.
Meet
Tuesday; Jan. 9; 'at ' 1
.p.m. at the home of Gail
friemalitk

$ 1985 1
—1

cmtf Oper

Paris Roacl
Homemakers
hold meeting

Two-hour break gone

No appointmens necessary

FACTORY DISMI mg SHOES

lits.,.• - _. . . .

eiore lb
'Ante
an 'LeitOirivatrl=
Building, South Sixth a.m. or 1-259-3440 after
10 am.
andMspie Streets. .

A
PERM or
BODY WAVE
aeredli

Men's Black or Brown

to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.

4111101

ca

set
pei
e1
De
tht

....,
.
The Mrs. Kentucky
America State Pageant
will be conducted on
Saturday, Feb. 2, at the
Elizabethtown Comm um 1 t y Center,
Elizabethtown.
hirif Ftheba Fitzner,
state director for the
pageant, said a number
of married women are
expected to vie for the
coveted title during the
state competition of personality,- swimsuit and
evening judging.
To qualify as a Mrs.
America r•Sa rurtrIat.., a
contestant must- a U.S.
citizen, a minimum of 18
years old, married for
at least one year as Of
entry date of her state
pageant and a resident
of the state she
represents for a
minimum of six months.
Residence at a military
Installation is
acceptable.
- The winner will earn
the right to represent
Kentucky at the annual
Mrs. America Pageant
to be held April 22-29 at
the Reno Hilton, Reno,
Nev. The finals will be
televised as -a. national
twii -hbur Special-throughout the country. .
Mrs. Paula Galbreath
is the reigning Mrs.
Kentucky.
Complete information
about the state pageant,
from entry rules and.applications to tickets for
the event, can be obtain- _
ed by contacting Mrs.
Fitzrrer at Mrs.
Kentucky-America
State Pageant, 4011
Lamb rt Ave.,

CharleneCurd opened
her home for the
meeting of the Paris
Road Homemakers
Club held on. Tuesday.
Dec. 11.
PEKING(API - Government workers returnA potluck luncheon
ed from the two-day New Year's holiday today
Was served prior to the
and endured their first one-hourlunch break, the
exchange of gifts.
consequence of an efficiency drive which banned
Fausttne Walker,
the traditional two-hour break.
president,
presided. Sal"Yes, we are observing the regulation," said a
ly Henson, Secretary,
switchboried operator at the Aviation Ministry in
called the roll and read
response to.a telephoned query.
the minutes.
Switchboard operators at the State Economic
Other Members preCommission, Education Ministry and Peking
sent were Topsy BranMunicipar'People's Government Office alsosaid
don, Alice Steely, Dolly
workers were obeying the rule.
Kiser, Robbie Braljack,
The rule promulgated by .the State Council
'‘ halves the traditional two-hour lunch break,: Viciginia Duke,
Margaret Roach, Della
which had given government-workers time to eat
Taylor,
Amy Wilson,
and take a nap. The State Council said the break
Mary Crutchfield,. Mat,
was too long and hampered efficiency. tie Buster and Marie
"I do not see any people opposed to it," said
Wyatt.
Peking's vice mayor,Chen Haosu. in a telephone
The club will meet
interview: "As for me, I eat my lunch in 10
Tuesday, Jan.8,141 1,1_;_31)
minutes.- •
a.m. at the Sirloin
Stockade.

50%

Off
Up To
Already Low Low Prices
Mon -Sat. 9-5
10 Marion St. Cadiz, Ky.
(Across From Fire Dept.)
522-7746

_
Saturday,Jan.5
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The deadly season': winter, depression take their toll

PAGE 7
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LO(JISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Statisticians
call it the "deadly
season" because more
people, particularly the
elderly," die
December attd January '
than any other month.
The trend is the same
in Kentucky as it is in

the rest of the nation,
said Omar Greeman,
director of the Kentucky
Division of Vital
Statistics.
"We know more people die during the winter
than during the summer, but we don't know
why," Greeman said.

Slain Newport patrolman
to be buried today with
full honors from police
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((ent'd from page 6)
,Sunday. Jan. 6..
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
————
The Single Connection
with children invited
will meet at 12:15 p.m.
for lunch at the
Homeplace Family
Restaurant, Highway
121 North.
————
Pioneer RAs of First
Baptist Church wilr
have a pizza supper at 5
p.m.

l'

Fraternal Order of
Police lodge.
McIntosh was granted
a continuance until 9
a.m. Friday at his arraignment Wednesday
in Campbell District
Court so he could hire in
attorney.

was 23 percent more
deaths than the 513
recorded in September
and October,'Which tied
for the 'fewest deaths.
January ranked second
with 611 deaths in the
county in 1983i do other
month had more than
600.
Many elderly people
near death seem to
"hold on" through the
Christmas-season, said
Karen Robinson, an
associate professor at
the University of
Louisville -nuraing,
school who often works
with aging people.
"People do have some
control about when they
die, and often will put
off dying until they've
reached some goal.
They'll put it off until

after they've seen their
family, until they've
seen somebody they
were waiting for," she
said.
On the other hand, she
said, depression
associated with the
holidays may be a factor. "Losses in general
tend to pile up, and
they've had so many
losses; in comparing
this holiday season with
previous ones in their
life, it doesn't measure

Stock Market

16% .
- /
1
2
36
. 341
/
4 +-31/
/:
. 9/
1
4 unc
46/
1
2 •/
1
2
1/
▪ 8
. 387/8
__ 375/8_ , •3/8
1
2
31% 4 /
3% unc
34 unc
43/
1
4 + 5/i,
383
/
4 uric
38/
1
2
. 17 ▪ 1/4
83/4 unc
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Entress Boiled Shrimp
*Frog Legs
*Clam Strips
*Oysters on The Half Shell
*Broiled Ocean Perch *Clam Chowder

•-..vsnmute_ni

•011111111111mopser...:.

Saturday Night Buffet
Price $795 Children $425
Roast Round of Beef

*Country Ham

'sr Td-g-

Sunday Special Buffet
Price $795 Children $425

14
)Vis;
-, F:,,,•

Special Good Jan. 4-10
" Try Our Delicioes Noeseusecie Pies

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

Start Bringing Your Items To The First
And Only Consignment Sales Store in
Murray. Bring Quality Items &
Receive High Prices. We Sell Anything & Everything. Come By & Bring Your
Appliances, Clothes, Stereos, Luggage...Etc. Or Call 759-4194

Round Roast Beef Au Jus
*Baked Sugar Cured Ham
.4 Turkey & Giblet Gravy & Corn Bread Dressing
*Fried Chicken
Buffet Includes Double Salad Bar, Vegetable Bar, Dessert
Kenlake State Resort Park
Rt. 1, Hardin, KY 42048 Phone: (502) 474-2211

Let Us Be
Your
Kelvinator
Headquarters

C & J Consignment Sales
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-4194
Open 10-7 6 Days A Week

• Autornahc over nrner anc
clock
• Two 8* hvo 6' prug-In
IV-speed surface ones
•Fast oven preheat
•Sac* plass oven door
• Porcelain *name mom:
&FP Pans anc trOef Der
AIODEL REP305.4

Owned & Operated By Cary Brandon & Jan Vance

1000 Titles
& 40 VCRs to Rent
& Growing!

t5.•

...Ir. •

Rent 5 Movies and
a VCR for $24.95
— or —
Rent 5 Movies for $12
Rent Select Group of /
1 2 Price
Movies Only $1.50 Each

Energy-Efficient
Dishwasher

moor.

•Onlv 213! woe
•36 ad I teem caocan
•Eurgy-Swer switch
1.Tow crispers
•3jsSIbie full-wrdit
oass cantwevereo sheives
MODEL MK WAN

wawa.

z.,

di#0
Your
Kelvinator Dealer

).
We're
Growing
to get
your
Business

11

A

RE N TAL4SALES
2001 Main

wow
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CENTER

• porceor-on-steer intro,
•Ftisn-Ourtor ssleavons
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• kitomahc O'frnse
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*Fried Chicken
7
3flel*

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries & Med. Drink

Open Friday' Night UntiI.6 P.M.
Close Sat., Jan. 5th at 12 Noon
- For Inventory

a

*Pop-Corn -Shrimp*Fried Oysters
*Breaded Cod,
With Steamed Rice

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANOE MEMBER
SIPC

ple want to live for and Geriatrics and Geronthrough."
tology Education JourSeveral doctors said nal,'
national
winter presents a publication.
physical threat to older
Rigor said central
people in poor health.
heating dries the air and
"A whole cluster of makes it more difficult
_things," including for people
'Clifriate, economic con- respiratory problems to
ditions, social factors breathe; household
and:depression may be dust, molds and fungus
involved, said Dr. Ben- thrive in the dry, enclos
jamin Rigor, chairman ed air and make matof the university's ters -worse for people
anesthesiology depart with allergies; and
ment and editor of many elderly people.

Friday Night Seafood Buffet
Price $1025 Children $525

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
-3.42 , Jerrice
Air Products
_46/
1
2 + 5/8
Johnson & Johnson
Apple Computer
28/
1
2- +/
Kmart ,
1
4
American Telephone
Mary Kay Cosm.
19% +/
1
4
Briggs & Stratton ,
J.C. Penney
. 28% -3/.
Chrysler
Penwalt
- 311
/
4 -1
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store
20/
3
4 unc
quaker Oats
Dupont 48-541 •%
Sears
Ford
, 44% -1
Stuart Hall
/
4
G.A.F.
Texaco ,
24% -1/8
General Meters
.77% unc
Time inc.
4.
33% .1/4
GenCorp, Inc.
4'.S. Tobacco
Goodrich
26% unc
Wal-Mart
Goodyear
25% +/
Wendy's .
1
4
Home Health Care
A.L. Williams
1
4 +
7/
I.B.M.
• , 120/
3
4 -3/4
C.E.F. Yield

up.'.
But the will to live
through the holidays is
strong in many people,
said Dr. Jane Thibault
of yle medical school's
Department of Family
Practice.
"Pleople have a
tendency to want to live
through a milestone or
something that is socially significant," she said.
"Christmas is generally
considered to be a happy time, something peo-

Dine With Us
Enjoy!

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

NEW BUSINESS

Events...

:
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NEWPORT,Ky.(AP)
— Newport patrolman
Anthony "Tony -Jansen, fatally shot in
the line of duty, was to
be buried today with full
police honors.
Northern Kentucky
police officers paid
tribute to him Wednesday and the illuneral
home was flooded with
mourners and flowers.
Ricky D. McIntosh,
25, of Newport, has been
charged with murder
and was held without
bond in the Campbell
County jail. Jansen was
killed Sunday.
Chip Radel, owner of
the funeral home where
Jansen's body was being viewed, said that
more than 130 bouquets
were sent there and that
1,-500-- people came to
stand at Jansen's coffin.
. Newport police have
-accepted about $600 in
donations for Jansen's
widow, Karen, and his
young children.
Michael Jansen, the
victim's brother, who
also is a Newport police
officer, stood next to the
bier. Michael, 23, and
his other brother, Kenny, a 26-year-old officer
with the Boone County
Pglic_e ID
wit Uf
ver
erareYb services today.
"Whenever you lose a
brother, a 'piece of you
goes with him," he said.
Police departments in
Newport, Covington and
Boone County are flying
their flag at half staff
to honor Jansen.
"You hear about it
and you read about it
every day, but you
never think it'll happen
In your city," said Sgt.
Robert McCray. president of Newport's

A congressional committee examined the
Phenomenon last year
and reached no'concluMons. • Some doctors,
though,' believe the
answer may be simple.
Elderly people are
more likely to come
down with pneumonia
and other potentially
fatal complications of
respiratory diseases
most commonin winter
months, some said.
Other experts single
out depression — an alltoo-common dark side
of holiday cheer for
asa
psychological factor
that' can make people
simply give up living.
In 1983 in Jefferson
Couhty, 631 residents
died in December. That

•"Adj.

753-8201
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Generals pick Flutie in USFL draft
By DICK JOYCE
Among the other early
AP Sport/ Writer
open picks were defenNEW YORK (AP) - sive back Tory Nixon of
All- Ainergan _ quarter, San Die,go Stata.-chosen
back Doug Flutie and by Arizona, which acfour of his Boston Col- quired the -pick in a
lege teammates were trade with Jacksonville,
made territorial choices. and defensive back
by the New Jersey Issiac Holt of Alcorn
Generals today as the State, by San Antonio.
the United States FootEach of the league'sball League conducted 14 teams were assigned
its third annual draft.
schools from which they
Birmingham, in a - could pick a total of 25
trade with Orlando, had
layers each.
the first pick in the open
In addition 'to
draft and took wide 'Reisman Trophy winner
receiver Jerry Rice of Flutie,-who set a career
Mississipi Valley State. NCAA total offense

record with more than Jersey, and running
1,100 yards, other back Mike Rozier, the
Bosten• College choices 1933 winner from
-by the Generals were - Nebraelca who now
tight end Scott property; of-the
Gieselman, wide Baltimore Stars. Rozier
receiver Gerard played last season with
Phelan, and defensive Pittsburgh. which
backs Todd Russell and folded.
Tony Thurman.
' Memphis traded its
If the Generals sign first-round open pick
Flutie, he would be the and _defensive back
third conseeutive Terry Love, formerly of
Heisrhan Trophy winner Murray State Universito join the USFL. The ty, to Denver for runnothers were running ing back Harry Sydney
back Herschel „Walker and a 1985 fcliwth-round
of-Georgia, the 1982 win- selection. Denver then
ner now with New took- linebacker John

Nevins from Fullerton
State.
In other territorial
-Picks. Orlando chose
wide receiver Eddie
Brown of Miami (Fla.)
and William Perry, a
6-foot-1, 325-pound
defensive tackle from
Clemson; Jacksonville,
in -need of running
backs, chose Robert
Layette of Georgia Tech
and Joe McIntosh, of
North Carolina State,
along with wide
receiver Al Toon- of
Wisconsin.
(Continued on Page 9)

Despite schedule, Cougars ranked Nod

--

By JOHN,NELSON
Brigham Young Dispatch, who voted for
of the Honolulu Star- everybody thought they
AP SpotIts Writer
finished its season by Washington. "Brigham
Bulletin. "I would have did. There's something'
Voters in the The, beating Michigan 24-17 Young
beat basically a - picked Oklahoma only if to be said-4r playing
Associated Press'. col- in the Holiday Bowl on mediocre Big
Ten team' it had defeated good week in and
week
lege football poll have Dec. 21, despite
quarter- In the Holiday Bowl."
Washington by two out, despite how good or
rejected notions that back Robbie Bosco
Some of BYU's sup- touchdowns."
be.
bad the opponent is."
Brigham Young played ing severely
limited in _pbrters agreed the
A 'sampling of some
Some pro-Washington
too weak a schedule or. his movement by leg in- Cougars
had -played a pro-Brigham Young sentiment:
that the Cougars had not juries. "That gave the
weak schedule, but sentiment:
_
-Harold Bechar&
_been impressive enough Cougars a 13-0 mark,
without a postseason
-Mile Conklin. Salina. Kan., Journal:
in the Holiday owl as the only undefeated playoff to
match the top- Chicago Tribune: _•2_*__Ia
:
.- thought they (the
--theipicked BYU for its record among majorr'r-a-rr k e
d tjeajn
Michigan---Huskies-)-were-the-most
•'fl r•-s-t-n- a-t-t-0-11--a I college schools,
systematically, there with their quarterback impressi-V
e team on
championship.
Washington, which was no choice but to go on one leg, think
what New Year's Day. I pickThe Washington finished 1.1-1. received with
the best record.-.-- -they---could
-do- against ed them No. 1 and
-Huskies, despite a 28-17 18 first-place votes, in.
"They passed, as a anyone else if he had Nebraska No.
2 because
victory over Oklahoma eluding that of Billy team,
every -test- put two."
they were the two most
on New ;Year's Day in Reed, sports editor of before
them," said Skip
-Rick Bonnell. impreSsive,._ teams. I
tile more -traditional the Louisville Courier- Miller of
Newixirt News, Syracuse Herald- thought they were
both
Orange Bowl, finished Joqrnal.
T_h e_y _ d i d American:- "I felt that better teams- than
second- to BTU in
XI.1 sT TE. RUNNERS - Four runners and boys' coach -Dan Thompson
"Nothing against everything they had to the burden of
proof was TIYU."
balloting released Brigham Young, but I do."
were recently honored as members of the Kentucky All-State cross country
on
the
winner
of the
-Roger Carlson,
Wednesday. •
teams. seated, from left) Mark Charlton and Barry Knight were named to
don't trelieve the
Washington, which Orange Bowl, rather Costa Mega;
Calff.,:Dai"I'm a believer in you Cougars could have won lost to
the ('lass AA Alt-State second team while freshman Kevin Garland and Pam
Southern Cal dur- than vice versa. I don't ly
don't like
Knight (standing, left) were honorable mention All-State runners for 1984. can beat only who you any of the 'five bowl ing the regular
season, think either one of those E1YUs schedule. I'd like
lhompsen- (standing right) was named boys Class AA Coach- of the Year. play,:' said Gene Collier games (on New Year's suffered from some
of teams played so spec,. to ask people voting
of the Pittsburgh Press, Day)," Reed said.
Th (VHS ho,xs
• team won
• th Ciass .A tine under the direction
the same skepticism. ta
_ of its (irst..4
t 11/0r5,,,.ntiolla
vear-Coach.
Wae1..--T
-`. Ne.''NPf"4
"
)
""
'
:ki •-•-•*-*
vote for the winner of Brigham -Voiing—
4
"°L APA413044(i--- ..
`.. Some Cougars:
because they're
writers and broad- , the Orange Bowl, and voters admitted
they
-Ted Langford, unbeaten, where, were
casters who voted when the"Huskies won, may have
picked Greenville, S.C., News: they in the ninth
week
Brigham Young No. 1.
"I _WAS convinced that, Oklahoma No. 1 if the "Over
the course of the when Fullerton State
It was obvious, as The finally, the team that Sooners had
_ beaten season, BYU showed the was 9-0?"
votes were cast after the truly deserves to be Washington
.
most consistency-of any
-Steve Crump,Twins
New Year's Day bowls, ranked No.1 had reveal- "I did- not consider team in the •count
ry. Falls Times-News: "I
that while Brigham ed
Washington at all, no Despite all the talk of
1LOGAN. Utah ( AP( - 282 paints was the third.
voted for Washington
Young was the clear
Brigham Young playa matter the outcome of their schedule, it
With- more than half of highest-sac/ring game in
turns just on the strength of
Along the way, six .of choice of the panel, it in the
Western Athletic the Orange Bowl out they played a
"is roster fouled out,. NCAA history, bettering
much 'their respective
,UNLV's 11 players were was not a,landslide.
conference and has game," said Bill Kwon better schedule
NeVada-Las Vegas - the NCAA mark of-215 --disqualified on_
than schedules."
fouls,
"I don't believe that. been maligned for its
. .......
..-oach Jerry Tarkanian- set in 1976 .when and all appeared
lost we truly know who the weak schedule. To
cap
was gasping alter his- N-e v a da - Las - Vegas when Utah
State took a best team in the country its season, the
Cougar's91'0.A'
: The Final Al'Top Twenty
i-tebels cametack from defeated Hawaii-Hilo six-point lead. But
9-3-0
613,14
,.
the is,- said Carl Arky of struggled to
By The Associated Press
10.Southern Cal
9-3-0
516 18
beat
six-point deficit in the 164-111.
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated Press jinni
it South Carolina
Rebels came back and, KUTV in Salt Lake City, Michigan,
10.2-0
567
7
Big--Ten
a
• %-iird overtime., period
la( college football poll with first-place votes in
12 Maryland
9-3-0
•552 12
The game was the when Richard Robinson Utah, who voted for
parentheses,
13
season
Ohio
State
records.
points
'total
on
based
team
9-3-0
8
497
that finished its
:or a recordetting Pacific Coast Athletic tipped in a basket,
20-19-18.1„7-16-15-14-13-12-11 --10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3 2-i and
14 Auburn
the Brigham Young. "No season at 6-6.
9-4-0
432 16
42-140 college basket. Association season game was finally, merrankings in the previous poll:
.15 l_sl
6-3-1
314 11
one is head and • "I had made'up my
-8..„,
16 Iowa
Record - Pts Pvs
8-4,1
228 —
tall _victory over Utah opener for both teams.
cifully, over.
I_Brighm Vag t3f14
13-0-0
1.,160
1
17- Florida State
shoulders above anyone mind after watching the
7-3-2
207 15
.-ta.te.
a Washington 116
11-1-0 - 1,140
4
18 Miami, Fla
Tarkanfan, thetowel8-5-0
166 13
"We just had to be else;and because no one BYU bowl
game ,that
&Florida (6 i
1.092
0-1 1
3
19 Kentucky
9-3-0
152 —
' We. had no ball chewing basketball grateful to the'Lord
for is head and shoulders probably the winner of
4.Nebniska
10-2-0
1,017
5
20 Virginia
•
2-2
119 —
.
•-.andlers. we had no coach at Nevada-Las this one,"
en m
5.BostonCoUege
1142-0
Others receiving votes West Virginia 109. peorgla
.
'
a shaken above everyone else, I the Orange Bowl would
&Oklahoma
9-2-1,,. 618.1
2
47 Army 44. Air Force 26. Notre Dame 28. Nevadit-Las
hooters, we had guys Vegas_ still can't figure Tarkanian
said.
have to respect the be my choice," said Tim
7.0klahoma'State
10-2-0 78464
Vegas 17, Texas Christian 9. Arkansas 8. Rutgers 7,
0
.ut of position How we out how i4 happened.
8:So. Methodist .
_. 10-2-0
Wisconsin 7. Texas 5, Purdue 4, Fullerton Stale
_
Utah State Coach Rod record."
May of the Columbus
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Runnin• Rebels survive 30T
to.edge Ltah State, 142-140

_

1st amazes me,''
irkanian said after the
Actory Wednesday
.-ght- before -a• scream!ig Crowd of 8.450 at
:pectrurn
The combined total of

Ta rk an ian •e R un n n
Rebels ran, and ran,and ran some- more
against Utah State. But
the Aggies• kept pace-.through one overtime„
and a second and into a

solatiorL. was a record
fcir-7-Mose points ever
scored by a losing team,was,jost arstunned."Obviously, we didn't
handle the lead very
Tuelier said.

See It Live!

The Ralph Emery Show
"Nashville Now"
January 15th

_ •_

$
3t00k1 ELLS

Zint

INCORPORATED

1700

Includes Ticket To Show
& Transportation.
For Information 753-3934

Remember ..There's Never A Second Chance
To Make A

First Impression
Winter Sale

OFF
All Winter Items
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray - 753-5101
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By STEVE wn.sTEIN

On the 49ers' side,
AP Sports Writer
says All-Pro offensive
S-AN FRANCISCO tackle Keith Fahnhorst,
(AP) - Mike "The key is -pass
Singletary, whose protection."
shrieks and ferocious
When watching the
play have earned him Bears'game film,"a-lot
the nicknarne of terrible things can go
"Samurai," is generous through your mind. Not
in praise of the man only do they have a
he'll try to clobber in the -defensive scheme-that's
National Football Con- pretty hard to block
ference title game -against,they have great
Sunday.
personnel," he added.
Singletary, an All-Pro
Chicago's defense
Inside linebacker, is the broke an NFL record by
heart and br-ains of the registering 72 sacks in
Chicago Bears' defense, the regular season, and
the growling monster in the Bears ranked first in
the middle.
The league defensively
Although he didn't get based on yards allowed,
any of the seven sacks 241 per game.
last Sunday on
"They've got a real
Washington quarter- physical, very agback' Joe Theis/mum, gressive type of
Singletary hopes to defense,- and Mike
notch a couple against Singletary Is the best inthis Sunday's target, side linebacker in the
San Francisco 49ers league," 49ers fullback
quarterback Joe` Roger Craig said.
Montana.
Singletary,bundled in
"Looking at Montana, wool cap, gloves and
I certainly don't feel sweat suit, sat in chilly
that he's any faster than sunshine at poolside
Theismann, but his before practice Wednesmovernents are more day at the training
suave," said Singletary. camp of last year's
"Ile is more elusive Super Bowl champion,
because he knows exact- the Los Angeles
ly where his blocking is Raiders, and talked
going to be."
about Chicago's defen_
sive game plan- ler the
Singletary, who reads 49ers.
TOUGH 'D' - The Chicago Bears have advanced to the NFC Championsignals from defensive
"We're going to have ship game on the strength of tenacious
a
defense this season. Here. Leslie
coach Buddy Ryan to have a contained rush Frazier
(21) puts the hammer on Raider receiver Dokie Williams (85)....
before each play and at all times, if We're gothen directs his team- ing to be successful at whole system is built on They make you work to times and intercepted
mates, said Montana all." he said. "Pressure timing," he said. "The cover them when
two of his passes
or
_
''.1-xvo_a_5Ar10 got-out
zei!..441.r.*„. alojws
.M.
the _bac of his head
61e of the key things Joe Montana, really scrambling."--of town," wide receiver
•
,sometimes and he feels the Bears will have to have the timing down.
Montana and the 49ers' Dwight Clark recalls.
pees,ure very well."
do, Singletary said. is to Those receive's come: had a fruitrating day in "It's _difficult combat--The bottom
stick tight to the49ers' off the line, and they _ chicago's_Soictier Field ling that pass rush. but
Singletary said, is that receivers until the whis- know just whew to go, late in the 19811 season, (Coach) Bill Walsh has
Montana will be harder tle -1514MB.just where to turn, when losing 13-3. The Bears some good ideas about
to sack than Thellithithir
'.."San -Francisco's the ball will be there
sacked Montana five that"
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For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
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National Basketball .4ssociation
-

National Basketball Association
Phoenix
it
545
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Portland
14 18 .468
Atlantic Division
L A Clippers
14 19
424
W L Pd.
GB
Seattle
14 16
424
Bosnia
27 6 ..61111 -boron state- 10 20
333
Philadelphia
26 6
Wednesday's Games
Washington
19 13
504
Boston 110. New Jersey 85
New Jersey
15 18
05 12
Atlanta =I. Chicago 107
New York
12 22
353 154
Detroit 108, Cleveland 100
Contrail:Weston
Phoenix 115, Kansas City 107
Milwaukee
„22 11 .667
Houston us:Denver 111
Detroit
17 15
531
4- 4
Philadelphia 118. SeatUe 108
Chicago
111 16
540
Thursday's Games
;44
Atlanta
14 19
424 • 8
LA Clippers at Milwaukee
Indiana
9 22
200 12
Washington at Cleveland
Cleveland
6 23
207 14
Dallas at San Antonio
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Indiana at Golden State
Midwest Division
Seattle at Portland
Denver
19 13
UM
Friday's Games
Houston
19 13
UN
New York at Boston
Dallas
15 15
501) 3
Phoenix at New Jersey
Utah
15 18
455 44
Atlanta at Detroit
San Antonio 14 111
428-7211-Cvau1ee at Chicago
Kansas City_
11 19
367 7
L A Clippers at Kansas City.
Pack Division
Denver at Utah
L A Lakers
22 10
688 Portland at L.A Laker'

#113

TOURNAMENT RUNNERUP - The Calloway Count
Lakers, posed here with their trophy, placed second in the
Ashland Blazer Invitational Tournament which concluded
over the weekend. The Lakers lost to Clay County in the finals

but beat Dan ille and host Ashland Blazer enroute to the
title
game. The Lakers, now 64, return to action tonight when
they
host Hickman County. The Lady Lakers tipoff tonight's
action
with a varsity girls game scheduled for 6:30 p.m.

College Basketball

44
84
nit
11

r>

asketball
, Vanderbilt 63. Klasissippi 61 UT
Houston at Texas Christian, ppd.
'S Scores
Virginia 67, Virginia Tech 59
snow
Tew
ow
By The Associated Press
Wake Forest
re 64. William k Mary
Southern Methodist 66. Rice 57
EAST
47
-San Antonio 101. Baylor 91
Boston Coll 67, Providence 55
MIDWEST
Texas Tech 67. Texas 60 -7"'
•
Canisiuss..56. New Hampshire 47
Bradley 76, Crelghton 72
FAR WEST
Drexe1
.66, Delaware 75
Cinclimatl 63. Florida St 62
Colorado 8L Hartford 67
Fairfield.1167 Dartmouth 70
Indiana 87. Michigan 62
Gonzaga 56, Idaho 54
Florida MEM 97. Alabama St. 90
Kent St 140. Bowling Green 66
Nev -Las Vegas 142. Utah St ,1_40
.,,Cisorealown-7.3.-Sston-14101441--------Maripiette 45. Wls -Gre8ll-135'748
-- 3T/T
Lafayette 47. tolgate 40
SOUTHWEST
Hawaii -Hite 83,
. Alaska
Siena 84, Arrny 67
Arkansas 70 Texas A&M .67 •
Fairbanks 90 02 071
St John's 57, Connecticut 51
Villaneiva C.Syracuse 70

.4=y

UK wins

•
•

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - For the second
straight game, things
went just as Kenny
Walker pictured them.
Just two days, after
scoring 36 points and
grabbing 19 rebounds in
Kentucky's upset of No.
11 Kansas, Walker pushed in 24 points and grabbed 13 rebounds. as the
Wildcats downed

A4-1-ps
ference seasonal debut
Wednesday night.
The 6-foot-8 junior
from Roberta, Ga., said
he precedes every game
with a little mind game.
"I sit by myself for
half an hour to an hour
in a dark room and try
to visualize how I'm going to RV my game,"
,:,Walker said. "I want to
be a complete player."
That was Sonny
Smith's problem
Wednesday night in
Rupp Arena, but Joe B.
Hall has no illusions that
he'll pay down the road,
with his star double- and
triple-teamed.

Walker's imagination triggers
winning situations for Wildcats

iihu--rn-against
Kentueky." '
Smith said his team
Kentuck
just wasn't getting the
ball to Person in the
- first half.
-"Ball reversal was
the problem, and things
improved when Johnny
Lynn entered the game.
Person then began to
"We are hoping that tfie conference's best get some shots," Smith
we will still to de...v_e4r,forward.s., nev r -said. "Kentuc
ky took
-A

68.

.4 tiburn 61

‘7"m"
yee-rtila
W
, it4r'.
trie ktiir=
tucky coach said, noting
that his bench outscored
the Kansas reserves 41-5
in Monday night's victory. "The players that
came off the bench and
_gave us so much help ...
didn't tonight."
•
Freshman Ed
Davender, who* scored
20 Monday night, had
only eight points and a
single assist against
Auburn. But forward
Winston Bennett scored
12 points and grabbed
five rebounds, and point
guard Roger Harden
had eight assists.
A showdown between
Walker and Auburn star
Chuck Person, two of

-1VEIR'er reeled off
straight points, Kentucky's whole offense
for- 114 minutes, en
route to a 17-point first
half; while Person hit
only one
goal-and
scored lour points. The
Auburn junior, came
back with 10 points in
the second period,
finishing with 14, plus 11
rebounds and six
assists.
"We didn't try any
trick _defenses on, him,
we just packed in the
zone and kept an eye on
him when he went outside," Walker said. "I
wasn't thinking about
me against Chuck Person. I was thinking

fida

'defense we used. They
whipried us on the offens e boards, putting
bac ,seven shots to our
one." ,
The victory was Kentucky's fourth straight,
matching an early.
season losing streak and
improving the Wildcats
to 5-4. It-was the first
time since Kentucky
beat Toledo in the
opener that the Wildcats
had more victories than
losses.
Auburn, 8-2, is still
struggling _ to replace
1984 SEC Player of the
Year Charles Barkley.
This was the Tigers'
53rd loss in 64 meetings

between the schools.
"The thing that's going to get us beat is experience," said Smith,
who started two of .his
six freshmen against
Kentucky.,"Kentucky is
like us. They've got
growing pains. They're
not like the teams of the
past, but they will be.
The talent level is
_

SOUTH

•

Clemson 84. Appalachian St 77
Davidson 68, Furman 87
Florida 84. Tennessee 70
Florida ACM 97. Alabama St 90
George Mason 104, American U
Georgia Southern 71. Campbell 63 Kentucky 68, Auburn 61
Louisiana St. 79. Georgia 74
Marshall DO. Delaware St. 62 .
Maryland 58. N. Carolina St 56
Memphis St.'73. Delta St 61
SW Louisiana 61. Fresno St 56
Tennessee St 76, Austin Peay 75

f
Walker.
"I really think we
have learned from playing a real tough
schedule. It has gotten
us ready for getting into
the.SEC," Walker said.
"I got,, here by working
hard, and that's the way
I want to keep it."
AUBURN (Si) - Person 6-14 2-2
14, Morris 29 2-26. Moore 4.9 4-5 12.
White 44 .1-2 9. Ford 5-8 0-0 10
Howard 2-1' 2-3 6. Lynn 2-6 0-0 4.
Guest 0-0 0-0 0, Holland 0-1 0-0 0
Totals 25-58 11.14 61
KENTUCKY OP - Walker 10-18
4.6 24, Bennett 4-8 4-4 12, Bearup 3-4
0-06, Blackmon 2-6 4-4 8. Harden 3-9
2-2 8, Davender 3-6 2-4 8, McKinley
1-4 0-0 2. Madison 0-4 0-1 0. Lock 0-0
0-0 0. Totals 36-58 lit21 68.
HaltUrne - Kentucky 83. Auburn
25. Fouled out - White. Rebounds Auburn 34 (Person 11), Kentucky 34
1Walker 13). Assists - Auburn 16
(Person
Kentucky 15 i Harden 8
Total fouls - Auburn 18. Kentucky
15 A - 22,847

High School Basketball
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Greenup Co. New Year Classic
Wednesday's Games
W Carter 507- Estill Co 58
Boys
MC .Napier 71. Johnson Ctrl 62
Boone Co. 73. Eli St Henry 62
•
• Henry Co.Trea
Boyle Co. 64, Lincoln Co 60
'Anderson Co 79. Trtroble.Co n6
Cov. Catholic 66. Ludlow 39
Henry Co 81..Emlnence 49
Hazard 64. Knott Co Ctrl 50
Pikeville lot,
Lex, Henry Clay 63. Shelby Co 47
- Betsy Layne 75. Millard 51
Lou Atherton 74. Lou Moore 56
Wendy's Classic
Lou. Doss 42. Lou. Eastern 61
Lox. Tates Creek 73, Corbin 56

i&- -

National Football League
Playoffs At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Wad Card Games
Saturday, Dec 22
Seattle 13, L.A. Raiders 7
Sunday. Dec. 23
N.Y Giants 16. L.A. Rams 13
Conference Set/Mimes
•
Saturday. Dec. 29
Miami 31, SeatUe 10
San Francisco 21. N Y Giants 10
Sunday. Dec. 30
Chicago 23. Washington 19
Pittsburgh 24. Denver 17

Canterance Championships
Sunday. Jan,6
Pittsburgh at Miami
Chicago at San Francisco
Super Bowl
Sunday, Jan. 20
At Palo Alto. Calif.
AFC Champion vs
Champion

NF('

"
- tposissit

tsZ
ttiOC,s140'

,

'

Curls

Bell Co Inv
Bell Co 73. Middlesboro 61
Cawood 81. Harlan 57
Burley Inv. Tourney ,
Bracken Co. 61. Nicholas Co 50
Makin Co. 78, Tollsboro 57
I:author's Cardinal Classic
Wayne Co.76,Cumberland Co 55

Campbell Co. 55. Sliver Grove 311
Lou Atherton 71. Lou. .Assump[Ion 46
-. Lou Mercy 64, Providence 'Id.3
24
Lou Pleas Ridge Pk 69. Lou
Butler 54
Warren Ctrl 62, Metcalfe-Co- 42

.33

College Football College Football
Bowl Games At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Saturday. Jan 5
East-West Shrine
At Pak(Alto, Calif
East All-Stars vs West All Stars
Hula Bowl
At Honolulu
east All-Stars vs. West All-Stars
Saturday. Jan. 12

Freedom Classic
At Abanta
Mideast All-Stars vs Southwest
All-Stars

Senior Born
At Mobile. Ala
North All-Stars vs South
Stan;
Sunday. Jan 13
Ricoh Japan Bowl
At Yokohama. Japan

All

Larry Krouse Insurance

Rockets' Twin Towers trim Nuggets. 113-111
Looking for a way to get ahead
in your career?
Need convenience?
Take a KET Telecourse!

The Associatedrress__
- When Ralph Sampson
has a good game, the
Houston Rockets are
hard to beat. It goes
double when Akeem
Olajuwon is playing

_The.--Rockets-won the -Atlanta burst that Malone four in a 17-5
game on Olajuwon's buried the Bolls after spurt in the final
four
10-foot jump shot,.,..%rith Chicago had pulled to minutes as Philadelp
hia
three seconds left, 'his within 95-83.
beat Seattle:Malone led
27th point of the game.
Atlanta never trailed, the 76ers with 27 points
Sampson had 29.. and grabbing an early _15-6_ _and 13 rebounds.
each collected 13 lead and leading 63-52 at
It was Philadelphia's
-rebounds.
halftime.
sixth straight National
That was the case
The victory boosted
Michael Jordan and Basketball Association
Wednesday night when the Rockets into a first- Orlando Woolridge each
victory, and the 76ers
the Rockets' so-called place tie with Denver in scored 25 points for -the
remained 'unbeaten in
"Twin Towers" combin-the -Midwest Division. Bulls, but Jordan did not six
games with Pacific.
ed for 56 points and 26: Both teams are 19-13 score In :the__ fourth
Division opponents this
rebounds in a 113-111 after Houston broke an quarter angl .Woolridge
seam.
National Basketball eight-game losing managed only two
With the league's best
Association victory over streak to the Nuggets in points.
road record at 14-3.*
the Denver Nuggets.
McNichols Arena.
76ers 1.18,
Philadelphia remained
"They killed us off the
Celtics 110, Nets 95
SuperSonics 109
half a game behind
boards ( with a 56-33 edgLarry Bird scored 23
Charles Barkley had Boston in the Atlantic
ed in rebounds) and it's points, passed off for 10 six points and MoSes•
Division.
really that simple," assists and grabbed
Denver Coach Doug seven rebounds to lead
Moe said. "I thought we the Celtics over the
did a good job in a lot of Nets.
respects tonight, but we
It was the fourth vicjust couldn't get our re- tory in five games for
bounds. We stopped the Celtics, who have
them and we stopped the best record in the
them defensively, but NBA with 27-6. The loss
they'd just go and get it snapped a four-game
back- again. They're so winning streak for the
big and they're really Nets.
tough for us to handle."
Mike Gminski led the
Nets with 23 pOints and
In other NBA action, 18 rebounds.
it was Boston 110, New
Hawks 121, Bulls 107
Jersey 95; Atlanta 121,
Dominique Wilkins
Chicago 107; Detroit scored 35 points to lead
108, Cleveland 100; the Hawks past the
Phoenix 115, Kansas Ci- Bulls. Wilkins scored
ty 107, and Philadelphia five of his game-high
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
118, Seattle 109.
total in a nine-point
your newspaper carrier Your carrier Must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay

Telecourses offered by Kentucky Educational Television -are. fully accredited by
colleges and universities statewide

SPRING '85 SEMESTER (now registering)
Undergraduate-level

Business Of Management
-skills to succeed in the business world

Faces Of Culture

REMEMBER
THE 10TH

USFL player draft ...

(Continued from Pg.8)
The rival National
Also, San Antonio took
Football Lealhe holds
Lombardi Trophy win- Its draft April 30, with
ner Tony DeGrate of the Buffalo Bills holding
,Tevalk and wide receiver Ilk N. pts217Ae-3,0-rulio,”
Buste.r ..Rhymes of of its 244 record, the
Oklahoma.
worst in the league for
Memphis' choices in- 1984
cluded guard pill Mayo
„Terry Bledsoe, Bills'
and running back john-_ general manager. said
nie Jones, both of Ten- Flutie is among the
nessee, and linebacker leading candidates, but
Neal Dellocond of no decision will be made
• 1 TCLA
until late January
•

-the diversity of human values behavior and existence

Focus On Society
Heritage: Civilization And The Jews
over 5 000 years of thought culture and h story

The New Literacy: An Introduction To Computers
--capabilities applications and program design

Graduate-level

Dealing With Social Problems In The Classroom
-effective strategies and methods for teachers and administrators

For a free copy of
KET's Spring Telecourse Booklet
call OT write today

1-800-432-0970
In Lexington o• Outs Je
606-233-3000

their bill

you

I
I

see

these carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the resell
When you don't pay them by the 10th.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make

KET Telecourses
•
600 Cooper Drive, Lexington. KY 40502
1-809-432-0970

delivery rate

Name

up the difference

-adoress

Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th
of
each month

Ms)
,(lepobi:

- I -e-Abc10.
Stare

pay

I

J•vie
Collection time can be an inconvenie
nce for you and
your carrier

,

.

A

r

Phone

•,
paying by
sempkway-tcrevoid getting
caught without the right change and,
you_avoid_the
bother of monthly collections
.
So

-

-present social condltions as they relate to the bag"-

maths•

•

4;944ege 00tloneefloty-Cifelefenclf"
Made possible by
Kentucky Council on

-

Higher ECheatiOn
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Airing of rediscovered Elvis tapes marks 50th birthday

M•-•

•

-

believed, had been thrown . special... 1 s the greatest
important "comebaci_k_special."
By LItil)_A IMI;TSCH
tribute that could be paid to
"He had not been on the away.
Associated Press Writer
Now, 16 years later, an extra
recOrd charts for a couple of
LOS ANGELES (AP) 'fire
The HBO special, "Elvis: One
years, and the movies were just • hour of Elvis. rediscovered in a
year was 4168... Elvis_ 'Presley,
vault at NBC, is being aired for
Night With You," which will be
about over," says Binder. "... he
"The King" of rock 'n' roll, the
shown seven times begining
told me the people had made the first time in its entirety as a
living legend. had long ago gone
Jan. 5 and including his birthday
him. He hadn't been on TV in 10 Home Box Office special to
Hollywood — Putting aside TV
of Jan. 8, is an invaluable addiyears and he was unsure mark what would have been
and records for'unexceptional
. •
tion to the-Presley legend.
but luerative movies. At 88,- he---whether they would aceept him — Elvis' 50th birthday.
"It's like discovering a bank ,
It is essentially an improvisa- again
was facing a TV comeback.
tion, a jam session on a bare
Aeprept him they did, but the account you didn't know you hacl
"1 sgnsed a great fear in Elvis
stage with Elvis and his faithful
NBC special that audierftes saw opened." says Binder. "Here is
ef going on TV and failing,"
backup men singing the songs
recalls Steve - Binder who -- Alen was just a fraction of what • one hour of the man, with
they loved best.
had been taped. The rest, it was • frills,. showing, why he was so
became Elvis-"producer for his

Rath.irliagek

RADIOS%
14% to 50%
OFF

AUTOSOUND
32%
— OFF

COMPACT STEREOS

HI-Fl EQUIPMENT

I

35% to 41%

OF

29% to 44%

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Ull

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

20% to 56%
OFF

39% to 73%
OFF
PARTS
TV ANTENNAS 13% to 54%
10% OFF
OFF
PHONES & ACCESSORIES
17% to 50%

ALARMSISCANNERICB
25% to 57%

motorcycle plants in Marysville
will work in Ohio's favor.
"It shows the state's ability
and this administration's willingness to work with the
automotive industry ... and it
establishes an even stronger-supplier network," he said.
Mitsubishi is the fifth largest
Japanese automaker and the only.one in the top five not to have
announced or built a plant in the
United States.
Auto industry analysts have
said the Japanese automakers
are building in the United States
because of continued worries
about trade restraints and the
lure of the lucrative American
market.
Mitsubishi's products, such as
the Dodge Colt, have.been sold
in the United States for more
than a decade throug
the
Chrysler C.9nia.i„cji,_ 9
15
:liff--1"
Air
However, in September 1982,
that corporation established
Mitsubishi Motor Sales of
America and began selling cars
In this country in competition
with Chrysler.

Loretto said Mitsubishi officials have been meeting with
the Ohio Development Department for the past six months. He
,--..=n
ammt,r4° -"kiertF9410--It'Ve beerfre iewed, but He
declined to identify them.
The state is putting together a
package for Mitsubishi, showing
the advantages of locating in the
state, how state and local
governments could cooperate to
make things easier and the
possibility of tax abatements.
"From the highest levels,
from the governor on down,
we've had ongoing conversations with their leadership, providing responses to their inquiries ... all the things that go,
into a major project," Lorello
said Wednesday.

CLOCKSICALCULATORS
14% to

67%
OFF

pU

Big Savings on These January Bargains and Many More!!
Fashionable
Cassette-Based
Stereo Headphone Save on Cassette
Recording Tape
Trirn-Fone®Computer System
Slashed $10

40%
Off
1495
1„111P'"
(; 111110ii •

By Radio Shack

By RealiStiC.
••••••

Gov. Richard F. Celeste
traveled to Japan on a trade
mission last month, the goals of
which apparently included per-suading Mitsubishi to locate in
Ohio. After C,eleste's visit, Indiana Lt. Gov. John -M. Mutz
was scheduled to make the same
trip.
1,1The Mitsubishi officials,
Lorello said, have been asking
questions about the availability
and training of a labor force and
the state's transportation network. They also showed an interest in being close to their
markets and auto industry suppliers, he said.
Lorello said he thinks Honda's
success with their auto and

Reg. 24.95

For deep bass and brilliant
highs. Padded earcups. adjustable headband '/4"
plug. #33-993

60 Minutes

90 Minutes

h
79
g9 2kr2
21
Reg. 1.99 Each Reg. 2.79 Each
Stock up now—no limit!
High output and wide response. Hinged storage
case.. #44-1:42/603

3995

33%

Off -

Reg. 59.95
Switchable tone/pulse dial-

OF TANOr

commFikrog

ppicEs *Pei., AT FAR ToCtPkiNG STORES AND DE Aie Rs

-

_

16K TRS-841' Model 4
by Radio Shack

Save
$600 isi6.14
.. ras
39900 ta&i9triv

ing'. White, #43-518. Brown,
#43-519 FCC registered
•

Lowest price ever! Do word
processing, play games, program in BASIC. #26-1067
may not be availab4e in all stores

We serme whAt• !sat

Cassette recorder extra

Check Your Phone Book for the Modes/Mel;
Store or Dealer Nearest You
-

hair
35 Before
1 Blemish
36 Soak up
37 Retinue
5 Pigpen
8 Simple
38 Weakens
12 Conceal
40 Mold
13 Chinese pagoda 41 Sun god
14 Stupefy
43 Agave plant
15 Ancient
44 Renown
16 Pile/tors faux
45 Guido's low
pas: pt.
note 18 Sum up
47 Sudsy brew
19 Spanish article 49 Crown
20 Recreation area 51 Period of time
21 Supposing that 52 Exactly upright
23 Exists
55 Withered
24 Separate
56 Born
26 Vapor
57 Reasoning
,28-,Once more
_DOWN
29 Pedal digit
30 Marry • 1 Footwear
32 Gull-like bird
2 Looter
33 Transgress
3 Unusual
34 Horse's neck
A Symbol for
2

3

5

4

12

II

.

tone/pulse tMegfrop vrokon Mott tone
'TN pulse lines Therefore, if you are in an WO having
that) Anes,
stilt use Services
requinno tones Mw most of tie new tong-distance
systems and comOlitenzed services

only pulse (rotary
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Game show
will feature
local person
Joann Parker Gamble of
Rt. 1, Murray, Stella community, will appear as a contestant on the CBS television
show, "The Price Is Right,"
on Friday. Jan. 4. The show is
shown at 9:30 a.m. on
Nashville Channel 5 and at 10
a.m. on Cape Girardeau
Channel 12.
Mrs. Gamble appeared on
the pow while on a recent
vacation in Los Angeles,
Calif., and won a bedroom
suite and a washer and dryer.
She is employed at Fisher
Price Toys. Her husband is
James (Bub) Gamble.

ACROSS

Nova'-40 by Realistic

A

CROSSWORD puzzLER

OFF
TOYS
25% to 55%
OFF

'2
DA I
10

After much coaxing, Elvis and
his manager, Col. Tom Parker,
agreed to tape an informal jam
session.

COLUMBUS, 014aNALAP —
Mitsubishi Motors
:j,considering Ohio and three other
states as the site of a new auto
manufacuturing plant, officials
say.
The other finalists are Illinois,
Indiana and Kentucky, a
spokesman- for Mitsubishi ford
the (Cleveland) Plain Dealer
&.) ,,Alifaciniasday. -The- spokesman
said he had no further
information.
"We're very pleased, obviously, that we've made the cut as
far as their search pattern
because it was nationwide,"
said G. Raymond Loretto, assistant director of the Ohio
Development Department.

=fr

4.

be
198
De'
unit
ID4
B-9
will
Bo)
Ky.

Four area states, including
Kentucky,-being considered
as site for new auto plant

Different sale items in different stores, but all
stores are loaded with budget pleasers, many not
mentioned here. Discounts apply to selected
items only.
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treasures ttia_trief _time with
Elvis.
The improvisation, he recalls,
was "an afterthought," added to
the more traditional, big.
production special.
"Elvis lived at NBC for a week
when we were taping," Binder
recalls. "Every- night after the
show, Elvis would get in the
dressing -room with the Musicians and they would-start singing old R 'n B 'songs. I thought.
'If only I had a hidden camera in
there.' That was the germ of the

The result_ is electrifying, an
intimate glimpse of Elvis at
ease, lean and handsome in a
black leather suit, cracking
Jokes, talking music and, most
of all, singing in a voice at the
peak of its power only nine years
before his death.
There are renditions- of,
"That's Alt Right Mama,"
"Heartbreak Hotel," "Lawdy
Miss Clawdy," "Trying to Get to
You" and one never recorded by
Elvis,"Going Up, Going Down,"
that capture the gutsy rhythm 'n
blues origins of Elvis' sound.
Binder, Who was 23 in 1968 and
who has since become an Emmy
winning producer of multiple TV
specials with top stars, clearly

you can

6
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abbr
9 Greek letter
_13 First principle.
11 Goals
16 Farm building= =
17 Location
20 Ache
22 Symbol for iron
25 Peels 26 Offspring
27 Expect 28 Consumed
29 Gratuity
31 River in
Scotland
33 Distress signal
34 Ponder
36 Malice
37 Poisonous
shrub
39 Near
40 Girl's name
41 KnOcks
42 Toward shelter
44 DirntniV
45 Mountains óL
Europe
46 Fruit cake
48 Transgress
50 Hostelry
5.1 Guido's Nth
note
53 Hebrew letter
54 Pronoun
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1

. I.

e

g

al

FOR SALE
Sealed bids Will
be accepted on a
1981
Cadillac
DeVille,
miles
unknown, diesel,
lba 1GBAD69N 5
B-924-2343. Bids
will be sent to P.O.
Box-102 Murray,
Ky. 42071

.Notice

2.Notice
Do Something Nice
For Yourself,

Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445
MURRAY AUTO
PARTS INC.
North Branch Store
641 North
Store Hours: 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. Sun. 1-6
p.m. Tereptione,753•7771

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

2

N

0 t is•e

-15. Articles for Sale - 24-. Misreff nitous

2- Situation wanted
WILL do babysltting in
my home any shift
Have, references. Call
759-4803.

DeVanti's
January 1st
through 6th

WILL do evening
babysitting. Call 7594866 after 5p.m.

ALL
MEXICAN
MEALS
1/2 PRICE

14. Want to Buy

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED OFFICE
FURNITURE

AN -acre or less of land
1016 Jefferson
in Lynn Grove or
Paducah, Ky.
Kirksey area, prefer
well on it. Call after
442-4302
5p.m,435-4484.
WANTED, raw furs.
Owen McClellon, SOFA In good condition.
Polaski. Ill. 1-618-342- Call 753-2515 after 5p.m
8316.
19. Farm

34

Houses for Rent

53. Services Offered

4 BEDROOM, 3 bath, 2 JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
story near Murray, $500 vice. Short forms stili
monthly. Call 753-6035 $7.50, long forms $15'
and up (includes
or 753-8374.
NICE 3 BR brick with Federal & State). In
garage & partial home service for
basement. 11 _miles on elderly or shut-ins. Call
94 east, $300 month. Call 489-2440 between 88.m.
8p.m. for appointment
474-2330.
YitEji1et 2 BR, 2 or information.
bath, partially fur- LEE'S CARPET
nished house.-- No pets, CLEANING. For all
$200 per month plus__ your carpet & gpholst
deposit. References ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
required. Call 753-9213.
Satisfied references

38. Pets -Supplies

• BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

53

Services Offered
WWIlOn Residential
CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING.
McKenzie. To.
Call Collect.
901-352-3671 or
901-362-5784- Free Estimates

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory, authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown.-..Service on as
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
hwashers, re
fr•iveraf&rs, etc Earl-a.
Lovett, - 35.4 6956 Or 753

AKC Registered German Shepards, dark
FENCE sales at Sears
Equipment
WE TAKE
brown sables and black
now Call Sears 753 2310
RAVE a Roto Tiller for
THE CAKE
& tan. Good gaurd dogs.
for Wee estimate for
sale. Call 753-0604 after
Fruit Baskets shipped na15. Articles for Sale
Free Estimates
Great .with children.
your needs.
5p.m.
tionwide, Gorilla-Grams,
436-2858.
759-1983
GENERAL HOME
Balloon Bouquets, Rent-APOLE buildings._ 24'x40`
BIRD dog p‘uppies,
'REPAIR. 15 years ex
COMPLETE queensize completely
100% Natural
Clown or Monkey, Cakes.
erected $3,
wormed & weened. 'LICENSED Electrician pe-rience. Carpentry,
waterbed.
Call
after 650. 12'x8' end
Free Delivery. VISA & MC.
Reasonabl
slider
e. Call 753- for residential and concrete, plumbing,
100%
5p.m. 759-4476.
753-9280
and entrance door in8345.
..,
commercial. Heating roofing, -siding. NO JOB
FORMAL couch &
Guarant
eed
Other
sizes
and air condition, gas TO SMALL. Free' esCONCERT tickets 1/2
chair, $500. 220 shop available.
43.
Real
Estate
Blitz
timates. Days 753-6973.
installation and repair
price. Well known arCall 753-7863 heater, $35. Kerosene Builders, Inc. 1-800Coll
428BANK of Murray & Pm Phone 753 7203.
nights 474-2276
tists. Details $1.00 and
stove
(takes
a
flue),
$30.
4009
KY,
David
1-800-792-3
A
498
B.A. repossessed_ Igo- NEFh_work_ on_ yo
_SASE-to:- The -Concert
_
Lf_r_ER I N_,by _Sears_
Call 489-2440:
I Cathay
perties. Other listings, trees? Topping, prun
Connection, Box 5,
Sears continuous gut
Murray-Calloway Co. ing, shaping, complete ters .installed for your
For
Hodgenville, Ky. 42748.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St. removal and more. Call specifications. Call
Free
753-8146 or Ron Talent BOVER'S TREE Sears 753-2310 for free
753-9894.
estimate
Strengthening
435-4354
SERVICE for Pro
FOR sale, by owner, fessional tree care.
The Kentucky Army National Guard
Stretching
After 6 P.M.
vacant lot & rental 753-0338.
BAILEY'S FARM
is more than a part time job.
Relaxation
property across from ODD job specialist,
IT'S
A
CAREER
Murray
LUMBER
Fire
Dept.
on
8 Weeks-$40
ceiling fans, electrical',
High School Seniors - Join now, attend basic
Poplar. Call 753-9251.
plumbing,
For all your
fencing.
You
Starts
Jan.
1
753-37
15th
1
Call
training after graduatioh.
out building needs
44. Lots for Sale . name it, I do it. You
435-4261
_Splary_Range - $76.484307.16 for 2 days.
buy, I install You
759-1099
35.5 ACRES completely break, I fix. Call 436
Career Training - Earn while you learn.
Corner of Industrial Rd
fenced & ,in good pas- 2868.
Jim
Suiter
&
Jerry
'Educational Assistance $4,000 bonus.
Johnny
ture, 6 miles from RESTORt-Carpet
5. Lost and found
Henry will be in our
Cash bonus - $1,500 or $2,000 cash bonus__
117Z°11 Murray on paved •road. cleaning " sperial, 4-113 •SHOi,,AR Plumbing, &
Robertson Rd.
IMPRE17--75171
PI
Electric. Call 437 4740
SLACK & white torn cal
desk, 1-white bedroom Stocked fist) ponds & sq. ft. Call 753-6178.
showroom from
Call 1-800-372-7601
Ky. Lake
lost in vicinity of VanWET .BASEMENT? We
set, metal- lawn chairs beautiful building sites. ROOFING
, Plumbing. make
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
• with cushions, record
Cleave Rd. & Carl Crisp
Call 753-2280.
wet basements
Catfish
Siding, Additions,
Rd. Call after 5p.m.
dry. Work completely
player, lazy boy recliTues., Thurs., Fri.
Painting,
General
Car
AMERICA'S #1
753-0853. Reward
759-1109
guaranteed. Call or
ner, metal picnic table, 46. Homes for Sale
pentry. P.A. Molony Co write
PURDOM
offered.
grill, foot locker, 2-12x16
Morgan Con
COFFEE
Now $1.60 Lb.
7"53 8 6 2 8 . Free
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
LOST or stollen on
rugs (new), and miliMOTORS, INC.
(TOP
Estimates
NAME
IN
We Accept
U.S.A.)
1/3
OFF
•
409.A, Paducah, Ky.
tary fatigues. Call 753Penny Rd., 4 yr. old
Olds-Pont Cad -Buick
SEWING Machine Re
After XmasSpecial
Food Stamps
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
8287. '
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
female, reddish blonde
pair.
All
makes and WILL haul white
Cocker Spaniel. Call
2 BR round cottage off
nick,
REGULATE
models.
Industria
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
l, sand, lime, rip,
489-2475 or 759-4840.
Panarame Drive, 10
rap and
OWN HOURS
home and commercial. masonary
LOST, miniature
, 12x60 SHELBY, central
sand, coal,
miles from Murray
38 ttS, experietKe. All dirt,-. grave(,, fill sand
3500 Investment
Schnauzer, silver &
heat & air. Extra room
$19,900. 759-4964
work guaranteed. Ken
Light,
pleaaant,
Call
high
profit,
Roger Hudson,
grey in color. Lost in
built on, garage & 1 acre
route business restocking i FROM
neth Barnhill, 753-2674, 753
'('AR) local outlets with biggest name in coffee Industry AO
4545 or 753 6763
vicinity of Math & OttVe,
lot, partially furnished.
YEAR
Advertisers are requested to check the
1
OLD PRODUCT stocked by every major food store
Stella,
Kv
HOUSE
Enjoys
for
sale
on big
answers to the name of
Lynn Grove area. 489lifetime repeat business
first
of ads for
......_, insertion
_
,any error. The_.‘ _Pepper. Reward.
corner lot. Dexter, 2
2868 after 6..m.
Aluminu
bedrooms
Vinyl
car eted.
. .41rrIP: ..
e.
:?
- .-7-AleeN4fAtIr1-*".•-•vo'44•JOAK•4/114°(1
• .1 •
um
' ei
ble for only 0 E INCORRECT INSERTION'.
•
6. Help Wanted
-TRASH applications NOT considered! Interviews
;rim for all houses. It
-china cabinets, ceiling
granted ON
Any error.should be reported immediateeverything with
LA to strictly'QUALIFIED pre-screened applicants
fan, underpinning & OLDER 2 BR home.
stops painting.
submitting
AN Ohio oil co. offers
at time of responding to ad all the following,
ly so corrections_ can be made. CHECK
Call 753-9400 after 6p.m.
front
TENDER
porch.
Excellent
, LOVIN
high income, plus cash
1, Time available to service accounts
Jack Glover
Condition. Call 759-1322 ON choice lot and quid
YOUR AD carefully and notify The
bonuses, benefits to
iDays. Evenings. Weekends1
CARE
neighborhood, apafter 4p.m 753-3557.
121 MUST INCLUDE DOCUMENTED PROOF
mature person in
753-1873
Classified Advertising Department imof required $3500 for inventory
Carpets DRY
!TOWNHOUSE 12x70 proximately 10 miles N.
Murray area. Regardmediately in case of an error...
NOW IN BANK (AT TIME
mobile home, 2 BR, 1 of Murray on old 841.
less of experience, write
cleaned
. New
APPLIAN
OF RESPONDING TO AD).
CE
bath, refrigerator, Large BR, living room,
M.S. Read, American
13) Year.Car and Phone Number
SERVICE. Kenmore,
machine
kitchen,
, only
small
bath
with
stove,
disposal,
central
Lubricant Co., Box - 426,
Write Box 1040-H co this paper
Westinghouse,
air & gas heat, cathe- Shower, 1 storage,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.
one
in
this
area.
Whirlpool
. 22- years
dral celling, underpin- building, city water and
759-9754
ning & othe-r extras large garden- spot. experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
ITS INTERES1'IN6 TO STAND
Included. Priced to sell. Natural gas available
759-1834
ci 0
I THINK ABOUT ALL THE
I WONDER WHAT KIND
Bob's Appliance Ser
Phone 759-9591.
THE SNOW GOT
Call 753-6421.
HERE ON MY OL PITCHER'S
EXCUSES LUCY USED TO
vice, 202 S. 5th St
OF EXCUSE 544E'D HAVE
WATERT
RONT
home
IN MY EYES'
MOOND WHEN ITS COVERED
28. Mobile Homes for Rent on Ky. Lake in Pinebluff Business 753-4872, 436 56. Free Column
HAVE WHEN- SHE MISSED
IF WE WERE PLAYING
WITH SNOW...
5848 (home).
ANOTHER FLY BALL...
RIGHT NOW...
10x40 FOR 1 or 2 people, Shores. 2 BR, large
FREE. longhaired
$85 a month, large lot. kitchen & Living room
0 E
female cat To good
combination, 28x25
LT? 0 • o
Call 489-2505.
Aluminum
home only. Call
1 BEDROOM trailer, great room & place to
753-3994.
,
Service Co.
gas heat. in Hardin. Call park boat. Call 753-3530
Aluminum and vinyl
after 4p.m.
57
759-1417.
Wanted
siding. Custom trim
1 OR 3 BR, furnished, 49. Used Cars
o
WOOD. any type, up to
work. References.
AC/naTUral gas. Shady
5 long & IT.' diameter 4
Call Will Ed Bailey,
7 6 CUTLASS
Oaks 753-5209.
mi. S. of Mwray on 641.
Supreme. red with white
753-0689
'753-9251
interior. 'Call after
30. Business Rentals
DON'T TRY TO
6p.m. 435-4354.
TALK_,HONEY...
1077 FIAT. $300. Call
JUST REST
753-8950 betweea lia.m.
Mini
& 8p.m.
Warehouse
1970 FIREBIRD, meCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
dium blue. Call 753-5135
Storage Space
4,fter 4:30p.-m.'
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
For Rent
It80 LINCOLN Mark
OVER
VI. Call 436-5487.
753-1492
TI-115 IS
20 YEARS
1982
CHEVETT
E.
1986
$OLID WOOD ,CABINETS
TERRIBLE!
EXPERIENCE
4
*
KNOW,
,
Datsun 210 Wagon. 1972
RAISED PANEL DOORS
IT'S... HEY,
THIS MIGHT NOT BE
32. Apts for Rent
Birch • Oak • Walnult • Cherry
Chevy pick-up. Call
WAIT A MINUTE
GUNCASES
• MANTLES • BOOKCASES
j SO BAD AFTER ALL!
1 BEDROOM furnished 436-5465 after 5p.m.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE IS FURNITURE REFINISHING
apartment.. Call EXCELLENT ChristCOMPETITIVE PRICES Drop •y, Soo Our Display
AS LONG AS YOU'RE IN THE
mas gift. 1983 Chrysler
753-3530.
WAY, WHY PON'T YOU FINP A
2 BEDROOM apt. La Baron convertible, •
PLACE TO POT 11-109E GROCERIES
753-5940
Newly remodeled. mark cross leather a 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
•
••••••••••••,••••••
•
Lease & deposit. No Interior, ac, windows. •
pets. $165. 8th &- Chest- seats._ ps, pb, ant-fm
ORP...THAT
cassette, tan. Financing
nut. Call 753-8512.
CAN BE
available. call 763-9240.
ARRANGED
'DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
3 BEDROOM apt., par
t-ially furnished: gas 50. Used Trucks
Gold
Silver
heat, for 2 or 3 people,
Closed
Closed
1980
CHEVROL
1
ET
ton
.$150 per month. Call
truck. 'P-S. PB, new
" Yesterday 305.95
Yesterday
6 19
489-2595.
rebuilt motor, 4 speed,
Opened
Opened
2 BR Olive St. 1 BR near 5th wheel
hook
up,
and
2
Today
MSU. Adults, no pets, ft. metal
302.50
Today
6.09
grain sides
lease & deposit. Call Good condition.
Clown
3.45
Down
-.10
Phone
after4p.m.
753,9208
1984 United Feature S rnelicele Inc
Compliments of:
753-0789.
1 BR duplex, den, living 1983 CHEVROLET S40
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
room, kitchen, washer short wheel base pickWHAT'S TNE
A BIT 15 THE,
THIS COMPUTER i-JA6 AN
JEWELERS- OLYMPIC PLAZA
WHAT
I THINK I IT
& dryer. tall 753-9240.
up. V-6. 4 speed with
DIFFERENCE SMALLEST
19-BIT PROCESSOR. S BITS : WRONG
THAN
153 7113
OFF MORE
BEDROOM
1
2
or
apt.
some
equipment
. Call
BETWEEN BITS AMOUNT OF
We boy Geld, Silver & Diamonds
EQUALS A BYTE. iO214 BYTES 1:
CAN CHEW
near downtown Murray. 753-9721.
Hours. 10-8 Daily. 12-S Sunday
I NFORMAON
Adults only. Call 753-4109, EXTRA clean '72 Dodge
EQUALS A KILOBYTE, 1000
IN THE BINARY
762-6650,
436-28-44.
customized van, stanKiLOSYTES A
0
rURWISHED, exira dard transmission, new
MEGABYTE
nice,- 3 room apt. near motor. 81.500 '73 Chevy
hospital & University, 3/4 ton duley pick-up.
couple or graduate stu- 81,500. '74 Ford Van.
dent. Heat & water needs minor repair.
furnished, no pets or $500."73 Cadillac. good
children, private. Call transportation. $450
Serious buyers only.
753-8756 or 753-3415.
r 1.
-4i1114 after 5
5p.m.
rir_ri.
FURNISHED 1 BR apt. 43
1
ge 4x4.
near college. Adults
only. Deposit. Central Automatic, custom
DON'T SIT
WHERE'S 7-1-+E
NEXT
heat & air. Utilities wheels, good condition.
TWERE
Nast-SMOKING
5T00ifurnished, $250 a month. Call 753-9583 after 5p.m
CX>iivN
Phone 436-2308.
53. Services Offered
LARGE one BR, stove
) 1„,/
& refigerator Plenty of HAROLD'S Tree se
privacy & parking. $135 vice... Topping, cutting,
trimming, etc. Also,
a month. Call 759-1987.
Location: 4 miles north of
PRINATE furnished clean up werk„. shrubb
Mayfield, Ky. on Highway 121.
apartment. Call ery & overrgrowIi"areas.
Past, dependable ser
753-3964.
Room near campus. vice. Insured. For .free
estimates call 437-4607.
Boy only. Call 753-5561.
We are -ricm accepting conTAKING applications INSULATION blown in
Sears.
by
signme
TVA
nts for our Jahuary sale-. If
apfor Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 proved. Save on those
you have machinery for sale,
high heating and cool
BR. Abply
- Apts., Hardin, Ky. Int-bills. Call Sears
whethe
r one piece or a complete
E qual Housing 753 2310 for free
estimate.
set:o-lease call our repres.enwtives
Opportunity.
JOINER'S Tree Ser
for
a free appraisal. We offer pickvice 30 years ex
33 Rooms for Rent
;
1 Lb w.uirro room i__perience Also bucket
up
service and freeJoade- liamird
girl, 1/? block from truCk Thy hire. Call
unloadi
ng7G-et your consignments
campus, utilities paid.
"'Murray Calloway Co.
in
.
Ye,
-early
a
in order to get-in on our
• Mat.e
e .1 New
Realty, 304 N. 12th. St
14.••011.ilton
Hat• I
- -733-$146,
ter*N
e
tier-tislhg program.
,4T
T9u
e010
IbtEt31.
itART

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely

ROOFING

:

c
or
hickory firewood. Call
474-23
"A29.
3 STUDDED snow Urea
& wheels., like new,
950x165. Skidding doors
& frames door facing,
lined drapes & rod.
All
like new. Calles
7534
1349.
CAR
mos.
guarantee, 22, 24. 72. 74
series, $27.99 exchange.
60 mos. guarantee,
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
duty 27 series, 60 mos.
guarantee, $39.99 exchange. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
Kenlana Lake
LOTIn
ts 75'x144
ShoreWater ag
nd 'electric
available. Trade for VW
BeeUe.•Call 759-4637.
OAK & hickory
firewood, $25 a rick
delivered. Call nights
436-2778.
SEASONED & half
seasoned oak firewood
for sale. Minimum order. 2 ricks. Call 4382587.
SEASONED oak
firewood Also will do
tree trimming, removin.g, and shaping
shrubbery. Coll
753-5476.
REASONED firewoodoak, hickory, Mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. MM. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
SOLID Railroad Ties,
and -up. 752-2.05 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.

YOGA

'Estimate.

PART TIME JOB
FULL TIME BENEFITS

Bob's Fish
Market

vs

CHECK YOUR AD

5
rwie4Ir'"
•

1._

ci

.11411witr-le- .40091kimimusWv-v •.

753-1916

=I

01

zc

°Fluffs

GoBaLE.!
GoaaLe
GoBBLEf

-‘rt4
aipe. - efirrEm'
. [

AUCTION
SALE

Tuesday, January 22, 1985
10 A.M..
Farm Machinery

•-•

34. Houses for Rent
R
3!MINIMA, gas fieoki,_- II C•
mAi% Si mot
basement garage. pap
753-7791

-rievierr•erre'frxerwestr=-&-.

-

-

•

•

•

•

We also buy complete sets-..of.
• equipment.- •

vrit•

•

1.
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Kentucky News in Brief
Mrs. Mary Reed diesloday Graveside rites conducted
Mrs. Mary4ewe1Mor---D-e-e-,•-1-4t w e-en
ris Reed, 75, Lynnville, Mayfield and Lynnville
died. today at 7:30 a.m. in Graves County.
at Lourdes Hospital;
She was preceded in
Paducah.
death by her husband,
Her death was the Neval Reed, on Sept. 3,
- result of injuries sus- 1983, and one son, Billy
tained in a one-car acci- G. Reed, on. July 24.
dent which occurred-qn
Mrs. Reed is survived
by her daughter-in-law,
4S
,
Mrs. Betty Dunn Reed,
321-North-Fifth St., Murray; one sistes, Mrs.
Hattie Burnett, Pontiac,
Mich.
'F-he fu'neral for
Her four surviving.
William A. (Bill) grandchildren are Mrs.
Burnett will be today at Patricia- Cheatham.
3 p.m. in the chapel of Mayfield. Richard
the Filbeck and Cann Reed, 501% Pine St..
Funeral Home, Benton. Murray, Stephen Reed,
Officiating will, be the Rt. 1, Murray, and Paul
Rev. Marvin Jones and Reed, 321 North Fifth
the Rev. Wesl.ey. St., Murray. Four greatDurham. _Burial -will .grandchildren are
IO1T
Jñ the Benton Christy Lynn
Cemetery.
Cheatham, Jarod
-"Mr
7
.--Burnett, 93,'Rt. 2, Cheatha'm. Jr., Billy

Burnett
services
at chapel

Gravestde- rItes-1or---initHeitn
-C-1,01cIticah7Hi8
Bradley. Boyd Rushing wife, Ramona. preceded
were today at 10:30 a.m. him in death.
at the Woodlawn
He was a member of
Memorial Gardens, the Twelfth Street BapPaducah. The-Rev, Nor- - tist Church, Paducah.
man Ellis officiated.
, Survivors are one
The Lindsey 'Funeral sister, Mrs.. Mary Han-.
Laguna Hills,
Home,'Padueah, was in
charge -Of the Calif.; one aunt, Mrs.
Molly Cochran; Rt. 1,
arrangements.
Murray; several _nieces
- Mr. Rushing, 76, died -and-nephews including
Tuesday at 5:30 a.m. at Billy Joe Rushing,
the Medco Center Nurs- Paducah.

LONDON. Ky. (AP - A nonprofit corporation
HMO in Kentupky and has already enrolled some
.
has purchased London's old Reda Theater and
state workers in its program.
plans a $600,000 renovation to turn it into a
Independence Health Plan ofgentucky,.whichdowntown MI6 center.
'was one, of the companies. opposing
The Reda. which has been closed for about 15
HealthAmerica'S suit, said Corns' ruling on
years, will have a 450-seat theater, meeting
Wednesday opens the Way for state employees to
rooms, a lecture room and a kitchen foc catered
have a choice about their medical care.
dinners When the project
complete, officials
---say.
RUSSELLVILLE-1(y. (API -.A 25-year-old "
The renovation is part of a revitalization plan
FtiiisellvilIe man has been lodged in the Logan
Intended to protect downt9wri merchants from
County jailcharged with murder after a shootingany future development of a suburban mall.
incident, state police said.
Planners ate hoping the Reda will attract
Calvin Posey was being hke Wednesday
evening entertainment.
without bond, police said. He is charged with the
_Tom Ruhf. a London businessman who *helped
murder of 29-year-old Alan Ray Smith at Smith's
arrange the purchase-of the _theater, said he exhome in Russellville.
•
pected the community to raise some of the
Smith was shot six times with a small caliber
- money, but most of the prujed will be financed
weapon, police said. An autopsy was scheduled
.with, large donations by businesses-and smaller
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center in Hopkinsville.
ones from civic groups.
_;'The key to making the porject survive is-total
FRANKFORT, Ky. 4-AP)- Kentucky showed
community involvement," Ruhrsaid/
a marked decrease in traffic fatalities in 1984,
The Reda, which used to fill its 700 seats for
state police said, and that _may be attributed to
movies, opened 50 years -ago. -Since it closed,
the state's new tougher drunken driving law.
upstairs rooms have been rented as apartments. ' In 1984, 754 people died on Kentucky
toads,
Ruhf said a committee of about 15 Laurel
compared with 790 in 1983. in 1982. 833 people
County leaders will decide specifics for the
were killed in traffic siccidents.
renovation.
State police Lt.'John Lile said -the majority of
state residents don't use their seat belts, adding
- FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)'- A Franklin Circuit
that 90•percent of the victims of fatal accident in
Court judge 'has refused to prohibit health1983 weren't wearing the safety-device.
maintenance organizations from enrolling state
and public school employees in their programs.
The injunction had been sought by
HealthAmerica Corp. of Kentucky and was op--Keep That Great
posed by a number of companies that also offer.
GM Peeling With
the medical care program.
Genuine GM Parts
• Judge Ray Corns has already dismissed a suit
by HealthAmerica that sought to block other
organizations from offering the service to public
employees in Kentucky.
That decision, rendered -on Dec. 21, was
suspended for 20 days to allow HealthAmerica to
appeal it. A notice of appeal has been filed with,
the Coutt of Appeals.
_
- -Last month, former Finance Secretary Lester
"Mac" Thompson ruled that any healthmaintenance organization with the required
state certificates could offer employees an alternative to the group health-insurance plan offered
1984 Olds Cutlass
by Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Kentucky.
Blue,
HealthAtnetica is the
tilt,
crulse, p.w., p.s., air, auto., radio.
only_feder
ally
qualified
_
_

Rites today tiro Mrs. Pitt, 90

Servicei for Mrs.
Mrs. Pitt is survived
Janie Pitt are today at; by one daughter, Mrs.
p.m. in the chapel of the Juanita Salyers, Mt.
Filbeck and Cann Clements, Mieh.; four
Funeral Home, Benton. sons, Solon Pitt, John
O.D. McKendree is Pitt and Yarnell Pitt, all
officiating.
of Benton, and Rdb Earl
Burial will follow in Pitt. Pinckney, Mich.
the Pitt Family
Three strryryrw-gCemetery.
brothers are Doyle ColMrs.. Pitt, 90, Rt. 9, lins, Almo, Gilbert Col-linc---antl--Freentan Col4 a.tn. at his home.
12:50 a.m. at the Mar- tins, Benton.
Reed ,II.
fie was retired from - Mrs. Reed also is sur- shall County Hospital.
Seventeen grand the International Shoe vived by one -niece,
She-was a member of children, 29 greatCompany and a Charlotte Courtney, the Briensburg Church grandchildren
and 24
, member of. the Oak Pontiac, Mich., and two of Christ. Her husband great -g
r ea t-• Level United Methodist nephews, Jerry Morris, wai the late Fred Pitt. _ grandchildrit
enurvive.
Church.
Lynnville, and Joe MorSurvivors include ris, Pontiac, Mich.
three daughters, Mrs. „ The Byrn • Funeral
Jo Davis, Mrs. Mary Home of Mayfield will UNITED NATIONS (AP)
- The number of
'Stringer and Mrs. Daisy be" in charge . of the entertainers performing in
the white-ruled South
Durham-all of Benton; funeral- and burial Africa grew in the latest 12Month period
from
four sons, Lee•Wurnett, arrangements.
211 to 388 despite a U.N. cultural boycott, accorVenice, Fla., Oath*
ding to a new report.
Burnett, Vernon
The U.N. report, issued Wednesday, said 14
Federal State Market 'Sews Ser
Burnett and ,Buster
names were deleted from the Previous list
%ice 'Murals). January 3. 111115
Clark, all of Benton.
kentuckt Purchase 4rea Hog
published in October 1983 because those enterThree surviving Market Nepal Includes g Bu)ing 51*
tainers
pledged they would no longer perform in
Wow Rerelpta 4ct 422 Est. 200 Bar
sisters are Mrs. Lou rows
A Gilts .30 tower Sows water 500
South Africa because ofits racial segregation
TrPAs.._ Kirksey,_ and .lb..15.1.4111 kmer ~rig/gibe. stea4s -policies.S I 2 210 250 lb..
444-5049.00
Mrs. Ida Creason and
Britain had the highest nufrIber of names on
few 49.50
In 1703, the first EdMrs. 'Emma Reeder, is 2 205-210 lb..
547.50-45.511
the
1984 list with 127, including singeis;Shirl -vdystohe liglithonse off
Benton.........-.......—.---4-5
- Plym-out
-Bassey, Elton John and Rod Stewart.
(S 2-3 250 270 lb...
147.00-45.011
h, England,
Eighteen grandThe-ire-Were 103 names from the United States
was wept away In-a
children, 35 great- 1-'41 2 27" MW"b%*
$21.54) SILM
including those of Paul Anka, the Beach Boys,
stqran All inside were
S I 3 300 450 lb..
532100 30 00
grandchildren and one .i s
s 450 sus is.
150.00-43.115
Glen Campbell, Ray Charles, Chicago, Goldieo • killed, including the
15
315
143.40441.00
great.great-grandchild
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Hawn, Liza ktinnelli,_
Rogers,
Budging had
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.300410
,
:ortalso survive.
r
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DWAIN_ TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

XV( STUMP REMOVAL
We con rt.r.Ove stumps up
.o 20 below the pr3ued
435 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Grovel

46,401.n.
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FAMOUS STOREWIDE CLEARANCE SALE
SAVE 30-75%
SALE STARTS WED., JAN. 2ND AT 9:00 A.M.
MEN'S DEPT.

-1-.1.

' Jordache

One.Group Menis
Cgr_duroy ellsual e as

Jeans$

'
1
Pantsts,„,„

11 495

Now

Men's Dress

Shirts
Entire Selection

1

Now

Shirts

Reduced Up To

1

Men's

Ties

Shoes

Now

Off

Men's .

Suits

-

95

Raincoats $3995
Reg. $120
Large Group Of

Purses

sprit,
Organically /4"/4
rown, Generra

Sweaters

,..

50o/
i0

Generra
Off

Now

All Men's

Parachute

Outerwear

Pants

Selectio
Large
S
n Men'si
l
-

Sportshirts 1/

2 Price

All Co-Ordinatecl
Skirts,
GroupsPant,
Jackets, Blouses,'
Sweaters
---,

1

Suede &
Leather

1
Price

I

Men's

Pants

.7

Price

2

Intuition-Pierre Cardin-Villiager
Givenchy-Prophecy And Man Other Brands

Swea
ter Coat
Values To $260$

Off

6•95
.

New

50 /0

Save
On Entire
Selection Boy's Fall & Winter Fashions
.

Off

Layered

Sweatshirts_
$ 1 295
Now

/
1,
4

1

BOYS DEPT.

/

sportcoat _,. _

A ll

,

i2.Price

Now

P40w

Price

Price
--

,

1i
n

14

yn

Now

,

Now

1 Group Of

Shirts$

Coats

WWII

Fashions $

Ladies

Entire CaReatian

Price
All Silk

Chams & Sergio Wild

Entire Selection Leather

Blouses

1 Large Rack of Assorted

Save Up To

Starting AsLow As

Now

5%
7.
1 295

1 Group

v

Price

ilL
Is

0

995

1/,

Off

4

Reduced Up To

Skirts, Tops, 00A
Jackets
VA

Vest

7. „
;0
/A

_

1 Large Rack Assorted

All Men's Sweater

Sweaters

Slacks

resses

AN Men's Flannel

Off

Now

LADIES DEPT.

•

SHOP

CORN ANIS _NE
FAMOUS SALE
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

•

